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MORITA THEORY FOR STABLE DERIVATORS
SIMONE VIRILI
Abstract. We give a general construction of realization functors for t-
structures on the base of a strong stable derivator. In particular, given
such a derivator D, a t-structure t “ pDď0,Dě0q on the triangulated
category Dp1q, and letting A “ Dď0 X Dě0 be its heart, we construct,
under mild assumptions, a morphism of prederivators
realt : DA Ñ D
where DA is the natural prederivator enhancing the derived category of
A. Furthermore, we give criteria for this morphism to be fully faithful
and essentially surjective. If the t-structure t is induced by a suitably
“bounded” co/tilting object, realt is an equivalence. Our construction
unifies and extends most of the derived co/tilting equivalences appeared
in the literature in the last years.
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Introduction
Tilting theory arose in Representation Theory as an extension of the
classical Morita theory (see [BB80, HR82, Bon81]). In this context, the
equivalences of full module categories were substituted by suitable counter-
equivalences of torsion pairs, induced by a finite dimensional tilting module.
These results were successively extended to categories of modules over ar-
bitrary rings, but still considering tilting modules with strong finiteness
conditions (see [CF90, Miy86]).
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Few years after their introduction, it was noticed that (classical) tilting
modules could be used to construct equivalences between derived categories
(see [CPS86, Hap87, Hap88]). It was finally shown by Rickard [Ric91] and
Keller [Kel94] that compact tilting complexes guarantee the existence of
(bounded and unbounded) derived equivalences and vice-versa, hence es-
tablishing a derived Morita theory for rings.
Motivated by problems in Approximation Theory of modules, large (i.e.,
non-compact) counterparts of co/tilting modules and complexes over rings
were introduced (see [AHC01, CGM07, CT95, Sˇtˇo14, AHMV15, Wei13]).
However, contrary to the compact case, these non-compact objects cannot be
immediately substituted to their classical counterpart to construct derived
equivalences, since their endomorphism rings are not derived equivalent to
the original ring. A solution to this difficulty was suggested in [Sˇtˇo14]:
instead of considering endomorphism rings, one should consider the hearts
of the naturally associated t-structures.
t-Structures in triangulated categories were introduced by Beilinson, Bern-
stein and Deligne [BBD82] in their study of perverse sheaves on an algebraic
or analytic variety. A t-structure in a triangulated category D is a pair of
full subcategories satisfying a suitable set of axioms (see the precise def-
inition in the next section) which guarantee that their intersection is an
Abelian category A, called the heart. t-Structures have found applications
in many branches of Mathematics, such that Algebraic Geometry, Algebraic
Topology and Representation Theory of Algebras.
Already in the first paper about t-structures, Beilinson, Bernstein and
Deligne, were concerned in finding ways to compare the original category
D with the bounded derived category DbpAq of the heart A of a given t-
structure t. When D is the derived category of a ring R, they were able to
construct, via the filtered derived category of R, a realization functor
realbt : D
bpAq Ñ DbpModpRqq
and to give necessary and sufficient conditions for this functor to be an
equivalence. This technique was then generalized by Beilinson [Bei87] with
the introduction of f -categories, an abstraction of the concept of filtered
derived category.
For alternative approaches to bounded realization functors see [Ber91] (and
its translation [Por15] in the setting of stable derivators), and [Kel90, KV87].
Beilinson’s abstract construction of realization functors via f -categories
is at the base of the recent work of Psaroudakis and Vitoria [PV15], where
they use realization functors to establish a derived Morita theory for Abelian
categories. The picture they obtain is extremely clear but their results do
not extend to unbounded derived categories, due to the lack of general tech-
niques to construct realization functors between unbounded derived cate-
gories. The initial motivation for this paper is to extend Beilinson’s tech-
niques to unbounded derived categories and, in this way, complete the results
in [PV15].
General setting. Beilinson’s f -categories can be viewed, informally, as
“Z-filtered” triangulated categories. What we need for our construction of
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unbounded realization functors is an “N ˆ Nop ˆ Z-filtered” triangulated
category. It is certainly possible to find a suitable set of axioms for such
gadgets but, in this paper, we have made the choice to adopt instead the
setting of derivators. Recall that a strong stable derivator is just a 2-functor
D : Catop Ñ CAT
which satisfies certain axioms, where Cat is the 2-category of small cate-
gories and CAT is the 2-“category” of all categories. The axioms in par-
ticular imply that the natural range of this 2-functor is the 2-“category”
of triangulated categories. One usually views D as an enhancement of the
triangulated category Dp1q (where 1 is the one-point category), the base of
D, which is in some sense the minimalistic enhancement which allows for a
well-behaved calculus of homotopy (co)limits or, more generally, homotopy
Kan extensions (see [Gro13]). A prototypical example is the assignment
DG : I ÞÑ DpG
Iq for a Grothendieck category G.
Localization theory for derivators and, in the stable context, the relation
between t-structures and derivators has recently received a lot of attention
by several researchers (see [Lor18, LV17, SSˇV18, Col18, Lak18]). Our first
result in this paper is to reformulate one of the main results of [SSˇV18] in
the following form, which is analogous to a result proved by Lurie [Lur06,
Prop. 1.2.1.16] in the setting of p8, 1q-categories:
Theorem A (Theorem 3.5). Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong and stable
derivator. There are bijections among the following classes:
(1) t-structures in Dp1q;
(2) extension-closed reflective sub-derivators of D;
(3) extension-closed coreflective sub-derivators of D.
Consider now a Grothendieck category G and the natural derivator DG
enhancing the derived category of G. It is an exercise on the definitions
to prove that the (bounded) filtered derived category of G is a suitable
full subcategory of DGpZq “ DpG
Zq. For a general strong stable derivator
D, the analogous subcategory of DpZq is an f -category. In view of this
analogy, the NˆNopˆZ-filtered category we need in order to construct the
unbounded realization functors will be naturally defined as a full subcategory
of DpN ˆ Nop ˆ Zq, so the language of derivators is extremely appropriate
for the kind of constructions we are introducing.
Main results. Let us now briefly list the main results of this paper. The
main statement about unbounded realization functors is the following:
Theorem B (Theorems 6.7 and 6.8). Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong and
stable derivator, let t “ pDď0,Dě0q be a t-structure on its base Dp1q, and let
A :“ Dď0XDě0 be the heart. Suppose that A has enough injectives and it is
(Ab.4˚)-k for some k P N, then there is an exact morphism of prederivators
realt : DA Ñ D
that restricts to bounded levels. If the following conditions hold:
(1) t is (co)effac¸able;
(2) t is non-degenerate (right and left);
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(3) t is k-cosmashing for some k P N;
(4) t is (0-)smashing;
then, realt : DA Ñ D commutes with products and coproducts and it is fully
faithful.
Of course a dual statement holds for cosmashing k-smashing t-structures
whose heart has enough projectives. The conditions appearing in the above
general theorem are naturally satisfied by certain co/tilting t-structures.
Indeed, recall from [NSZ15, PV15] that an object X in a triangulated
category is said to be tilting provided pTKą0 , TKă0q is a t-structure and
AddpT q Ď TK‰0 ; cotilting objects are defined dually. A tilting object is
classical if it is compact. Furthermore, two t-structures ti “ pD
ď0
i ,D
ě0
i q
(i “ 1, 2) are said to be at finite distance if there exists n P N such that
Dď´n1 Ď D
ď0
2 Ď D
ďn
1 .
Theorem C (Theorem 7.7). Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong, stable
derivator, and let T be a tilting object for which the associated t-structure
tT “ pD
ď0
T ,D
ě0
T q is at finite distance from a classical tilting t-structure.
Letting AT :“ D
ď0
T p1q X D
ě0
T p1q, there is an equivalence of prederivators
realtT : DAT Ñ D
that restricts to bounded levels. Hence, DAT is a strong, stable derivator.
As a corollary to the above theorem one can deduce one of the main results
of [NSZ15], that is, bounded tilting sets in compactly generated algebraic
triangulated categories induce exact equivalences (see Corollary 7.8). Also in
the dual setting of cotilting t-structures, we can obtain the following general
statement:
Theorem D (Theorem 7.9). Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong, stable
derivator, and let C be a cotilting object for which the associated t-structure
tC “ pD
ď0
C ,D
ě0
C q is at finite distance from a classical tilting t-structure.
Letting AC :“ D
ď0
C p1q X D
ě0
C p1q, there is an equivalence of prederivators
realtC : DAC Ñ D
that restricts to bounded levels. Hence, DAC is a strong, stable derivator.
The setting of the above theorem is inspired to the following situation:
D “ DModpRq is the derivator enhancing the derived category of a ring R and
C is a big cotilting R-module (see Definition 7.10). Under these assumptions,
tC is at finite distance from the canonical t-structure on DModpRq, and this
t-structure is induced by the classical tilting object R. In this way, it is
easy to recover as a corollary of the above theorem, one of the main results
of [Sˇtˇo14] (see Corollary 7.11).
As another consequence of our general theory of realization functors,
one can obtain a “Derived Morita Theory” for Abelian categories, com-
pleting [PV15, Thm.A]:
Theorem E (Theorem 7.12). Let A be a Grothendieck category (resp.,
an (Ab.4˚)-h Grothendieck category for some h P N), denote by tA “
pDď0pAq,Dě0pAqq the canonical t-structure onDpAq, and let B be an Abelian
category. The following are equivalent:
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(1) B has a projective generator (resp., an injective cogenerator) and
there is an exact equivalence DpBq Ñ DpAq that restricts to bounded
derived categories;
(2) B has a projective generator (resp., an injective cogenerator) and
there is an exact equivalence of prederivators DB Ñ DA that restricts
to an equivalence DbB Ñ D
b
A;
(3) there is a tilting (resp., cotilting) object X in DpAq, whose heart
XK‰0 (resp., K‰0X) is equivalent to B and such that the associated
t-structure tX “ pD
ď0
X ,D
ě0
X q has finite distance from tA.
Acknowledgement. It is a pleasure for me to thank Dolors Herbera, Fosco
Loregian, Moritz Groth, Chrysostomos Psaroudakis, Manuel Saor´ın, Nico
Stein, Jan Sˇtˇov´ıcˇek, and Jorge Vitoria for several discussions and sugges-
tions.
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1. Generalities and preliminaries
1.1. Preliminaries and notation. Given a category C and two objects
x, y P ObpCq, we denote by Cpx, yq :“ homCpx, yq the set of morphism from
x to y in C.
Ordinals. Any ordinal λ can be viewed as a category in the following way:
the objects of λ are the ordinals α ă λ and, given α, β ă λ, the hom-set
λpα, βq is a point if α ď β, while it is empty otherwise. Following this
convention,
‚ 1 “ t0u is the category with one object and no non-identity mor-
phisms;
‚ 2 “ t0 Ñ 1u is the category with exactly two different objects and
one non-identity morphism between them;
‚ in general, n “ t0Ñ 1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pn´ 1qu, for any n P Ną0.
Functor categories, limits and colimits. A category I is said to be
(skeletally) small when (the isomorphism classes of) its objects form a
set. If C and I are an arbitrary and a small category, respectively, a functor
I Ñ C is said to be a diagram on C of shape I. The category of diagrams
on C of shape I, and natural transformations among them, will be denoted
by CI . A diagram X of shape I, will be also denoted as pXiqiPI , where
Xi :“ Xpiq for each i P ObpIq. When any diagram of shape I has a limit
(resp. colimit), we say that C has all I-limits (resp., colimits). In this case,
limI : C
I Ñ C (resp., colimI : C
I Ñ C) will denote the (I-)limit (resp., (I-
)colimit) functor and it is right (resp., left) adjoint to the constant diagram
functor ∆I : C Ñ C
I . The category C is said to be complete (resp., co-
complete, bicomplete) when I-limits (resp., I-colimits, both) exist in C,
for any small category I. When I is a directed set, viewed as a small cate-
gory in the usual way, the corresponding colimit functor is the (I-)directed
colimit functor limÝÑI : C
I Ñ C. The I-diagrams on C are usually called
directed systems of shape I in C.
Triangulated categories. We refer to [Nee01] for the precise definition
of triangulated category. In particular, given a triangulated category D, we
will always denote by Σ: D Ñ D the suspension functor, and we will
denote (distinguished) triangles in D either by X Ñ Y Ñ Z
`
Ñ or by
X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ ΣX. A set S Ď ObpDq is called a set of generators
of D if an object X of D is zero whenever DpΣkS,Xq “ 0, for all S P S
and k P Z. In case D has coproducts, we shall say that an object X is a
compact object when the functor DpX,´q : D Ñ Ab preserves coproducts.
We will say that D is compactly generated when it has a set of compact
generators. Given a set X of objects in D and a subset I Ď Z, we let
XKI :“ tY P D : DpX,ΣiY q “ 0, for all X P X and i P Iu
KIX :“ tZ P D : DpZ,ΣiXq “ 0, for all X P X and i P Iu.
If I “ tiu for some i P Z, then we let XKi :“ XKI and KiX :“ KIX . If i “ 0,
we even let XK :“ XK0 and KX :“ K0X .
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De´vissage Let D be a triangulated category and S Ď D a subclass. we
denote by thickpSq the smallest subcategory containing S which is triangu-
lated and closed under direct summands, and by LocpSq (resp., coLocpSq)
the smallest subcategory containing S which is triangulated and closed un-
der small coproducts (resp., products). We recall from [Nic08], that D
is said to satisfy the principle of de´vissage (resp., infinite de´vissage,
dual infinite de´vissage) with respect to S provided thickpSq “ D (resp.,
LocpSq “ D, coLocpSq “ D).
Cohomological functors and t-structures. Given a triangulated cate-
gory D and an Abelian category C, an additive functor H0 : D Ñ C is said to
be a cohomological functor if, for any given triangle X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ ΣX,
the sequence H0pXq Ñ H0pY q Ñ H0pZq is exact in C. In particular, one
obtains a long exact sequence as follows:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hn´1pZq Ñ HnpXq Ñ HnpY q Ñ HnpZq Ñ Hn`1pXq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
where Hn :“ H0 ˝ Σn, for any n P Z. A t-structure in D is a pair t “
pDď0,Dě0q of full subcategories, closed under taking direct summands in D,
which satisfy the following properties, where Dďn :“ Σ´nDď0, and Děn :“
Σ´nDě0:
(t-S.1) DpX,Y q “ 0, for all X P Dď0 and Y P Dě1;
(t-S.2) Dď´1 Ď Dď0 (or, equivalently, Dě1 Ď Dě0);
(t-S.3) for each X P ObpDq, there is a triangle
Xď0 Ñ X Ñ Xě1
`
Ñ
in D, where Xď0 P Dď0 and Xě1 P Dě1.
We will call Dď0 and Dě0 the aisle and the co-aisle of the t-structure, re-
spectively. The objects Xď0 and Xě1 appearing in the triangle of the above
axiom (t-S.3) are uniquely determined by X, up to a unique isomorphism,
and define functors p´qď0 : D Ñ Dď0 and p´qě1 : D Ñ Dě1 which are right
and left adjoints to the respective inclusion functors. We call them the left
and right truncation functors with respect to the given t-structure t.
Furthermore, the above triangle will be referred to as the truncation tri-
angle of X with respect to t. The full subcategory H :“ Dď0 X Dě0 is
called the heart of the t-structure.
The following easy lemma will be needed later on.
Lemma 1.1. Let D be a triangulated category and let t “ pDď0,Dě0q be a
t-structure in D. Given a triangle
AÑ B Ñ C Ñ ΣA
such that A P Dď´1, we have that Bě0 – Cě0.
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Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows and
columns, that comes from the “tetrahedral axiom”:
Cď´1

Cď´1

A //

B // C //

ΣA

A1 // B // Cě0 //

ΣA1

ΣCď´1 ΣCď´1
Since A and Cď´1 P Dď´1, and using that Dď´1 is closed under taking
extensions, one shows that A1 P Dď´1. But then, the triangle A1 Ñ B Ñ
Cě0 Ñ ΣA1 is an approximation triangle for B, showing that Cď´1 – A1
and the desired isomorphism Bě0 – Cě0. 
Model categories and model approximations. For the definition of
model category we refer to [DS95]. In particular, a model category for
us is just a finitely bicomplete category M endowed with a model struc-
ture pW, C,Fq. When needed we will explicitly mention that M is a Dia-
bicomplete model category to mean that M has all limits and colimits of
diagrams of shape I, for any I P Dia (where Dia is a suitable class of small
categories).
A rich source of model categories for us is the construction of towers and
telescopes of model categories. We now recall these constructions from [CNPS17]:
Definition 1.2. Let M‚ “ tMn : n P Nu be a sequence of categories
connected with adjunctions
ln`1 : Mn`1
//
oo Mn : rn .
The category of towers on M‚, TowpM‚q is defined as follows:
(Tow.1) an object is a pair pa‚, α‚q, where a‚ “ tan P Mn : n P Nu is
a sequence of objects one for each Mn, and α‚ “ tαn`1 : an`1 Ñ
rnpanq : n P Nu is a sequence of morphisms;
(Tow.2) a morphism f‚ : pa‚, α‚q Ñ pb‚, β‚q is a sequence of morphisms f‚ “
tfn : an Ñ bn : n P Nu such that rnpfnq ˝ αn`1 “ βn`1 ˝ fn`1, for all
n P N.
The dual of a category of towers is said to be a category of telescopes,
and denoted by TelpM1‚q.
If each Mn in the above definition is a Dia-bicomplete category, then one
can construct limits and colimits component-wise in TowpM‚q, so, under
these hypotheses, the category of towers is Dia-bicomplete.
Proposition 1.3. [CNPS17, Prop. 4.3] Let M‚ “ tpMn,Wn, Cn,Fnq : n P
Nu be a sequence of model categories connected with adjunctions
ln`1 : Mn`1
//
oo Mn : rn
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and suppose that each rn preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations. Then
there exists a model structure pWTow, CTow,FTowq on the category of towers
TowpM‚q, such that WTow “ tf‚ : fn PWn , @n P Nu and FTow “ tf‚ : fn P
Fn , @n P Nu.
The concept of model approximation was introduced by Chacho´lski and
Scherer in order to circumvent the difficulties in constructing homotopy
limits (see [CS02]):
Definition 1.4. Let pM1,W 1q be a category with weak equivalences, that
is, W 1 is a class o morphisms in M1, containing all the isos and with the
3-for-2 property. A right model approximation for pM1,W 1q is a model
category pM,W, C,Fq and a pair of functors
l : M1 //oo M : r
satisfying the following conditions:
(MA.1) l is left adjoint to r;
(MA.2) if φ PW 1, then lpφq PW;
(MA.3) if ψ is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects, then rpψq PW 1;
(MA.4) if lpXq Ñ Y is a weak equivalence in M with X fibrant, the adjoint
morphism X Ñ rpY q is in W 1.
One defines dually left model approximations for pM1,W 1q.
In fact, the notion of model approximation is as good as the notion of
model category in order to construct homotopy categories. Indeed, let
l : pM1,W 1q Õ pM,W, C,Fq : r be a right model approximation, then
the category M1rW 1´1s is locally small as it is equivalent to the category
HopM1q, which is constructed as follows: objects of HopM1q are those of M1
and, given M1, M2 PM
1,
HopM1qpM1,M2q :“ HopMqplpM1q, lpM2qq,
see [CS02, Prop. 5.5]. The category HopM1q is said to be the homotopy
category of the above model approximation. It is easily seen that it is
equivalent to a full subcategory of HopMq.
1.2. Generalities on (pre)derivators. We denote by Cat the 2-category
of small categories and by Catop the 2-category obtained by reversing the
direction of the functors in Cat (but letting the direction of natural trans-
formations unchanged). Similarly, we denote by CAT the 2-“category” of all
categories. This, when taken literally, may cause some set-theoretical prob-
lems that, for our constructions, can be safely ignored: see the discussion
after [Gro13, Def. 1.1].
Definition 1.5. A category of diagrams is a full 2-subcategory Dia of
Cat, such that
(Dia.1) all finite posets, considered as categories, belong to Dia;
(Dia.2) given I P Dia and i P I, the slices Ii{ and I{i belong to Dia;
(Dia.3) if I P Dia, then Iop P Dia;
(Dia.4) for every Grothendieck fibration u : I Ñ J , if all fibers Ij, for j P J ,
and the base J belong to Dia, then so does I.
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Example 1.6. A category I is said to be a finite directed category if
it has a finite number of objects and morphisms, and if there is no directed
cycle in the quiver whose vertices are the objects of I and the arrows are
the non-identity morphisms in I. Equivalently, the nerve of I has a finite
number of non-degenerate simplices. We denote by fd.Cat be the 2-category
of finite directed categories (categories whose nerve has a finite number of
non-degenerate simplices). This 2-category is a category of diagrams.
Given a category of diagrams Dia, a prederivator of type Dia is a strict
2-functor
D : Diaop Ñ CAT.
All along this paper, we will follow the following notational conventions:
‚ the letter D will always denote a (pre)derivator;
‚ for a prederivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT and a small category I P Dia,
we denote by
D
I : Diaop Ñ CAT
the shifted prederivator such that DIpJq :“ DpI ˆ Jq;
‚ for any natural transformation α : u Ñ v : J Ñ I in Dia, we will
always use the notation α˚ :“ Dpαq : u˚ Ñ v˚ : DpIq Ñ DpJq. Fur-
thermore, we denote respectively by u! and u˚ the left and the right
adjoint to u˚ (whenever they exist), and call them respectively the
left and right homotopy Kan extension of u;
‚ the letters K, U , V , W , X, Y , Z, will be used either for objects in
the base Dp1q or for (incoherent) diagrams on Dp1q, that is, functors
I Ñ Dp1q, for some small category I;
‚ the letters K , U , V , W , X , Y , Z , will be used for objects in some
image DpIq of the derivator, for I a category (possibly) different from
1. Such objects will be usually referred to as coherent diagrams
of shape I;
‚ given I P Dia, consider the unique functor ptI : I Ñ 1. We usually
denote by hocolimI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q and holimI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q re-
spectively the left and right homotopy Kan extensions of ptI ; these
functors are called respectively homotopy colimit and homotopy
limit.
For a given object i P I, we also denote by i the inclusion i : 1 Ñ I such
that 0 ÞÑ i. We obtain an evaluation functor i˚ : DpIq Ñ Dp1q. For an object
X P DpIq, we let Xi :“ i
˚X . Similarly, for a morphism α : iÑ j in I, one
can interpret α as a natural transformation from i : 1 Ñ I to j : 1 Ñ I. In
this way, to any morphism α in I, we can associate α˚ : i˚ Ñ j˚. For an
object X P DpIq, we let Xα :“ α
˚
X
: Xi Ñ Xj. For I in Dia, we denote by
diaI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q
I
the diagram functor, such that, given X P DpIq, diaIpX q : I Ñ Dp1q is
defined by diaIpX qpi
α
Ñ jq “ pXi
XαÑ Xjq. We will refer to diaIpX q as the
underlying (incoherent) diagram of the coherent diagram X .
Example 1.7. Let D : Diaop Ñ CAT be a prederivator. Given I P Dia,
consider the unique functor ptI : I Ñ 1, let X P Dp1q and consider X :“
pt˚IX P DpIq. Then the underlying diagram diaIpX q P Dp1q
I is constant,
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that is, Xi “ X for all i P I, and the map Xα : Xi Ñ Xj is the identity of
X for all pα : iÑ jq Ď I.
Definition 1.8. A derivator of type Dia, for a given category of diagrams
Dia, is a prederivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT satisfying the following axioms:
(Der.1) if
š
iPI Ji is a disjoint union in Dia, then the canonical functor
Dp
š
I Jiq Ñ
ś
I DpJiq is an equivalence of categories;
(Der.2) for any I P Dia and a morphism f : X Ñ Y in DpIq, f is an
isomorphism if and only if i˚pfq : i˚pX q Ñ i˚pY q is an isomorphism
in Dp1q for each i P I;
(Der.3) the following conditions hold true:
(L.Der.3) for each functor u : I Ñ J in Dia, the functor u˚ has a left
adjoint u! (i.e. left homotopy Kan extensions are required to
exist);
(R.Der.3) for each functor u : I Ñ J in Dia, the functor u˚ has a right
adjoint u˚ (i.e. right homotopy Kan extensions are required to
exist);
(Der.4) the following conditions hold true:
(L.Der.4) the left homotopy Kan extensions can be computed pointwise in
that for each u : I Ñ J in Dia and j P J , there is a canonical
isomorphism hocolimu{j p
˚pX q – pu!X qj , where p : u{j Ñ I is
the canonical functor from the slice category;
(R.Der.4) the right homotopy Kan extensions can be computed pointwise
in that for each u : I Ñ J in Dia and j P J , there is a canon-
ical isomorphism pu˚X qj – holimj{u q
˚pX q in Dp1q, where
q : j{uÑ I is the canonical functor from the slice category.
If Dia is not explicitly mentioned we just assume that Dia “ Cat.
We refer to [Gro13] for a detailed discussion, as well as for the precise
definitions of pointed derivators (Dp1q has a zero object), and strong deri-
vators (the partial diagram functors Dp2ˆIq Ñ DpIq2 are full and essentially
surjective for each I P Cat).
For a fixed category of diagrams Dia, the prederivators of type Dia form
a 2-category, that we denote by PDerDia, where 0-cells are the 2-functors
Diaop Ñ CAT (i.e., the prederivators), 1-cells are 2-natural transformations
among these functors, and 2-cells are modifications. We will usually refer
to the 1-cells of PDerDia as morphisms of prederivators or, abusing
terminology, functors between prederivators, while we will usually refer to
the 2-cells of PDerDia as natural transformations.
Example 1.9. Given a prederivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT and a morphism
u : J Ñ I in Dia, for any K P Dia, one can consider u˚ : DIpKq Ñ DJpKq.
These functors can be assembled together to form a morphism of prederiva-
tors that, abusing notation, we denote again by u˚ : DI Ñ DJ .
If D is a derivator, then one can construct similarly two morphisms of deri-
vators u!, u˚ : D
J Ñ DI . Of course there are adjunctions pu!, u
˚q and pu˚, u˚q
in the 2-category PDerDia.
1.3. Derivators induced by model categories. In this subsection we
introduce our main source for explicit examples of derivators. Indeed, for a
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given Dia-bicomplete model category M whose class of weak equivalences
is denoted by W, the following results are proved in [Cis03]:
‚ for any I P Dia, let WI be the class of morphisms in C
I which
belong pointwise to W. Then, [Cis03, Thm. 1] tells us that the cate-
gory of fractions MI rW´1I s can always be constructed (in the same
universe);
‚ the assignment I ÞÑMI rW´1I s underlies a derivator
DpM,Wq : Dia
op Ñ CAT;
‚ the derivator DpM,Wq is strong and it is pointed if M is pointed.
In fact, there is another approach to the proof of the above facts that uses
model approximations. This is based on the following theorem that collects
several facts proved in [CS02]:
Theorem 1.10. Let pM1,W 1q Õ pM,W, C,Fq be a left model approxima-
tion. For any small category I, let pW 1qI be the class of maps in pM1qI that
belong pointwise to W 1, then there exists a model category pMI ,WI , CI ,FIq
and a left model approximation ppM1qI , pW 1qIq Õ pMI ,WI , CI ,FIq. Hence,
the category HoppM1qIq has small hom-sets and we can define a prederivator
DpM1,W 1q : Cat
op Ñ CAT
I ÞÑ HoppM1qIq.
Furthermore, the above approximations are “good for left Kan extensions”,
so they can be used to show that the prederivator DpM1,W 1q satisfies (Der.1),
(Der.2), (L.Der.3) and (L.Der.4).
As a consequence, if pM1,W 1q admits both a left and a right model ap-
proximation (e.g., if M1 admits a model structure on it for which the class
of weak equivalences is exactly W 1), then DpM1,W 1q is a derivator.
1.4. Stable derivators. Let :“ 2 ˆ 2, with the following labels for
vertices and arrows:
p0, 0q
N
//
W

p0, 1q
E

p1, 0q
S
// p1, 1q.
Then we let ι‚ : 1 Ñ (with ‚ P tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, p1, 1qu) and ι‚ : 2 Ñ
(with ‚ P tN,S,W,Eu) be the inclusion of the corresponding vertex and ar-
row, respectively. Furthermore, we consider the inclusion of the two obvious
subcategories
ι
ÝÑ
ι
ÐÝ ,
p0, 0q //

p0, 1q p0, 0q //

p0, 1q

p0, 1q

ι // ιoo
p1, 0q p1, 0q // p1, 1q p1, 0q // p1, 1q.
Let also ι‚ : 1 Ñ (with ‚ P tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu), ι‚ : 2 Ñ (with ‚ P
tN,W u), ι‚ : 1 Ñ (with ‚ P tp1, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 1qu) and ι‚ : 2 Ñ (with ‚ P
tS,Eu) be the inclusion of the corresponding vertex and arrow, respectively.
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Let Dia be some category of diagrams and let D : Diaop Ñ CAT be a
pointed derivator. The suspension functor Σ: D Ñ D and the loop func-
tor Ω: D Ñ D are defined as follows:
Σ :“ ι˚p1,1q ˝ pι q! ˝ pιp0,0qq˚ Ω :“ ι
˚
p0,0q ˝ pι q˚ ˝ pιp1,1qq!
and they form an adjoint pair pΣ,Ωq : D Õ D, which is an equivalence if and
only if D is a stable derivator. Furthermore, let
C :“ ι˚E ˝ pι q! ˝ pιN q˚ F :“ ι
˚
W ˝ pι q˚ ˝ pιSq!
this gives an adjoint pair pS,Fq : D2 Õ D2 which, again, is an equiva-
lence if and only if D is stable. We define, respectively, the cone functor
cone : D2 Ñ D and the fiber functor fib: D2 Ñ D as
cone :“ ι˚p1,1q ˝ pι q! ˝ pιN q˚ fib :“ ι
˚
p0,0q ˝ pι q˚ ˝ pιSq!.
The key fact about stability, which can be found in [Gro13, Thm. 4.16 and
Cor. 4.19], is that given a strong and stable derivator D, the above structure
can be used to endow each DpIq with a canonical triangulated structure,
with respect to which, all the u˚ and all the Kan extensions u! and u˚ are
naturally triangulated functors.
Example 1.11. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a model category and consider the as-
sociated derivator DpC,Wq : Cat
op Ñ CAT. If pC,W,B,Fq is stable in the
sense of model categories, then DpC,Wq is strong and stable.
1.5. Localization of derivators. In this subsection we recall the defini-
tion and some basic facts about co/reflections in PDerDia. This concept is
studied, for example, in [Hel88, Cis08, Lor18, Col18]:
Definition 1.12. Let L : D Õ E : R be an adjunction in PDerDia.
‚ The adjunction pL,Rq is a reflection if R is fully faithful, i.e. the
counit ε : LRÑ id is invertible.
‚ The adjunction pL,Rq is a coreflection if L is fully faithful, i.e.
the unit η : idÑ RL is invertible.
Lemma 1.13. [Lor18, Prop. 3.12] Let L : D Õ E : R be a reflection in
PDerDia. If D is a (pointed, strong) derivator of type Dia for some category
of diagrams Dia, so is E. Furthermore, given u : I Ñ J in Dia, the homo-
topy Kan extensions u!, u˚ : EpIq Ñ EpJq can be computed, respectively, as
follows:
LJu!RI : EpIq Ñ EpJq and LJu˚RI : EpIq Ñ EpJq.
where the u! and u˚ appearing in the above equation are the homotopy Kan
extensions in D.
In general a co/reflection of a stable derivator need not be stable. How-
ever the following result allows to easily check when a reflection of a stable
derivator is again stable:
Lemma 1.14. Let L : D Õ E : R be a reflection in PDerDia and suppose
that D is strong and stable. Denote by pΣ¯, Ω¯q the suspension-loop adjunction
in E. Then Σ¯ – LΣR and RΩ¯ – ΩR.
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Proof. By [Gro13, Prop. 2.11], left/right exact (in particular right/left ad-
joint) morphisms of pointed derivators commute with loops/suspensions. In
particular, for any I P Dia, LIΣRI – Σ¯LIRI – Σ¯, while ΩRI – RIΩ¯. 
If we consider E as a sub-derivator of D, then the above corollary means
that Ω¯ is just a restriction of Ω to E, while applying Σ¯ is the same as first
applying Σ and then reflecting onto E. In particular, E is closed under loops
in D and, being Ω an equivalence, Ω¯ is always fully faithful, so it is an
equivalence if and only if it is essentially surjective.
1.6. Pseudo-colimits of prederivators. Let C be a 2-category (e.g.,
C “ CAT or C “ PDerDia) and consider a functor F : N Ñ C, which is
determined by a sequence of (1-)morphisms in C:
F p0q :“ C0
F0
// F p1q :“ C1
F1
// ¨ ¨ ¨ // F pnq :“ Cn
Fn
// ¨ ¨ ¨
and let Fn,m :“ Fm ˝ . . . ˝ Fn´1 for m ă n. The pseudo-colimit
C :“ pcolimF
of this diagram is defined by a universal property expressed by the following
natural isomorphism of categories:
CNpF,∆Aq – CppcolimF,Aq
for any A P C, where ∆A : N Ñ C is the functor that takes constantly
the value A. In the following lemma we give an explicit construction of a
pseudo-colimit as above, in the particular case when C “ CAT:
Lemma 1.15. Consider a functor F : N Ñ CAT. The pseudo-colimit C :“
pcolimF exists and it can be constructed as follows: the class of objects
of C is the disjoint union of the objects of the Cn, that we can write as
ObpCq “ tpX,nq : X P Cnu, while the morphism sets are:
(1.1) CppX,nq, pY,mqq “ colimkěn_m CkpFk,nX,Fk,mY q.
where this direct limit is taken in Set.
If in the above lemma all the Fn are fully faithful, then the direct limit
(1.1) is eventually constant, that is CppX,nq, pY,mqq – CkpFk,nX,Fk,mY q,
where k ě n_m is any positive integer.
The above construction of sequential pseudo-colimits in CAT can be used
to give an explicit construction of sequential pseudo-colimits in PDerDia:
Lemma 1.16. Consider a functor F : N Ñ PDerDia. The pseudo-colimit
D :“ pcolimF in PDerDia exists and, furthermore, DpIq is the pseudo-colimit
pcolimFI in CAT, where FI : N Ñ CAT is the functor FIpnq :“ pF pnqqpIq.
Proof. Let us define a prederivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT as follows:
‚ for I P Dia, let DpIq :“ pcolimFI ;
‚ for a functor u : I Ñ J , the functor u˚ : DpJq Ñ DpIq is the unique
object in the category on the left-hand side
(1.2) CATpDpJq,DpIqq – CATNpFJ ,∆DpIqq
corresponding to an object FJ Ñ ∆DpIq in the category on the
right-hand side, whose n-th component is the composition FJpnq Ñ
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FIpnq Ñ DpIq (where FJ pnq Ñ FIpnq is u
˚ for the derivator F pnq,
while εIn : FIpnq Ñ DpIq is the canonical map to the pseudo-colimit);
‚ for a natural transformation α : u Ñ v : I Ñ J , the natural trans-
formation α˚ : u˚ Ñ v˚ : DpJq Ñ DpIq is the unique morphism α˚
in the category on the left-hand side in (1.2), corresponding to a
morphism in CATNpFJ ,∆DpIqq whose n-th component is
FJ pnq
u˚
++
v˚
33ó α˚ FIpnq
εIn
// DpIq.
With this explicit definition, it is not difficult to deduce from the universal
property of pseudo-colimits in CAT that D is the pseudo-colimit of F in
PDerDia, that is, that there is an isomorphism of categories
PDerDiapD,Eq – pPDerDiaq
NpF,∆Eq,
for any prederivator E. 
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2. Preliminaries about derived categories
In this section we start with an Abelian category A and we study the
standard prederivator whose base is the category of bounded (resp., left-
bounded, right-bounded, unbounded) cochain complexes ChbpAq onA (resp.,
Ch`pAq, Ch´pAq, ChpAq). In particular, we show how to obtain bounded
complexes as a (double) pseudo-colimit of uniformly bounded complexes.
Furthermore, we study the localizations of these prederivators with respect
to weak equivalences, obtaining the natural prederivators enhancing the
bounded (resp., left-bounded, right-bounded, unbounded) derived category
of A. Using model approximations, we give standard assumptions on A for
the unbounded derived category to have small hom-sets, and to embed it
as a full subcategories of the homotopy category of towers/telescopes over
A. In this way, the concepts of left-complete, right-complete, and two-sided
complete derived category naturally arise.
Setting for Section 2. We fix through this section a category of diagrams
Dia and a Dia-bicomplete Abelian category A. When working with cate-
gories of half-bounded or unbounded complexes we will need Dia to contain
the discrete category on a countable set, that is, we need A to be countably
bicomplete.
2.1. Categories of bounded complexes. Let us start introducing no-
tations for the following prederivators:
‚ ChA : Dia
op Ñ CAT is the discrete Abelian derivator represented by
the category of unbounded cochain complexes ChpAq;
‚ ChbA : Dia
op Ñ CAT is the full sub-prederivator of ChA such that
ChbApIq :“ Ch
bpAIq, the bounded complexes on AI ;
‚ Ch
pb,`q
A
: Diaop Ñ CAT is the full sub-prederivator of ChbA such that
Ch
pb,`q
A
pIq :“ Chpb,`qpAIq, the category of those bounded complexes
X P ChbpAIq such that Xh “ 0 for all h ă 0;
‚ given n P N, ChnA : Dia
op Ñ CAT is the full sub-prederivator of
Ch
pb,`q
A
such that ChnApIq :“ Ch
npAIq, the category of those bounded
complexesX P ChbpAIq such that Xh “ 0 for all h ă 0 and all h ě n.
Remark 2.1. Notice that ChnA is again a discrete Abelian derivator, but
the same is not true for ChbA and Ch
pb,`q
A
. In fact, while it is true that
the associated diagram functors are fully faithful, given I P Dia, in general
the inclusions ChbpAIq Ď ChbpAqI and Chpb,`qpAIq Ď Chpb,`qpAqI may be
strict.
Consider the following sequence of prederivators, where the maps are the
obvious inclusions:
Ch1A Ñ Ch
2
A Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ch
n
A Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
and let pcolimnCh
n
A be the pseudo-colimit in PDerDia, as described in Sub-
section 1.6. Since these inclusions are componentwise fully faithful one can
give a straightforward proof of the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.2. In the above notation, there is an equivalence of prederivators
F : pcolimnCh
n
A Ñ Ch
pb,`q
A
,
such that, for all n P Ną0, I P Dia and X P Ch
n
ApIq, pX,nq ÞÑ X.
Let us conclude this subsection showing that the prederivator ChbA can
be seen as a pseudo-colimit of copies of Ch
pb,`q
A
. Indeed, define the following
endofunctors:
Ω: ChA Ñ ChA presp., Σ: ChA Ñ ChAq
such that, given X P ChApIq “ ChpA
Iq, we have pΩXqh :“ Xh´1 (resp.,
pΣXqh :“ Xh`1), with the usual sign conventions for differentials. Notice
that the above use of the symbols Σ and Ω does not coincide with the general
definition for pointed derivators given in Subsection 1.4.
Lemma 2.3. In the above notation, consider a diagram F : N Ñ PDerDia
such that F piq “ Ch
pb,`q
A
for all i P N and F piq Ñ F pi ` 1q is a suitable
restriction of Ω: ChA Ñ ChA. Then there is an equivalence of prederivators
pcolimF “ pcolimnCh
pb,`q
A
Ñ ChbA.
2.2. Naive and smart truncations of complexes. Let us introduce
the so-called smart truncations of a complex. Indeed, given an integer
k P N and X P ChpAq, we let
τďkX : p ¨ ¨ ¨ // Xk´2 // Xk´1 // kerpdkq // 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨ q;
τěkX : p ¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 // CoKerpdk´1q // Xk`1 // Xk`2 // ¨ ¨ ¨ q.
Similarly, the naive truncations of X are defined as follows
Xăk : p ¨ ¨ ¨ // Xk´2 // Xk´1 // 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨ q;
Xąk : p ¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 // Xk`1 // Xk`2 // ¨ ¨ ¨ q.
Notice that there is a short exact sequence:
0Ñ Xąk´1 Ñ X Ñ Xăk Ñ 0.
Furthermore, X is an exact complex if and only if both τďkX and τěk`1X
are exact.
Lemma 2.4. Let A be an Abelian category and let DbpAq, D`pAq, D´pAq
and DpAq be its bounded, left-bounded, right-bounded and unbounded derived
category, respectively. Suppose furthermore that these derived categories all
have small hom-sets. Then,
(1) DbpAq satisfies the principle of de´vissage with respect to A, embedded
in ChbpAq as the class of complexes concentrated in degree 0;
(2) if A has exact coproducts (resp., products), then D`pAq, D´pAq,
and DpAq satisfy the principle of infinite (dual) de´vissage with re-
spect to A.
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Proof. (1) is clear, since any bounded complex can be constructed induc-
tively taking extensions of shifted copies of objects in A.
(2) We just deal with the principle of infinite de´vissage since the infinite
dual de´vissage can be proved by dual arguments. Let us start with X P
Ch`pAq, and consider the direct system pτďkXqkPN in Ch
bpAq, whose direct
limit (in Ch`pAq) is isomorphic to X. There is a short exact sequence of
the form:
0Ñ
à
kPN
τďkX Ñ
à
kPN
τďkX Ñ colimkPN τ
ďkXp– Xq Ñ 0.
Since coproducts are exact in A, the above coproducts are also coprod-
ucts in D`pAq and the above short exact sequence induces a triangle in
D`pAq. Hence, X belongs to LocpDbpAqq and, by part (1), LocpDbpAqq “
LocpthickpAqq “ LocpAq.
Let now X P Ch´pAq, and consider the direct system pXą´kqkPN in Ch
bpAq,
whose direct limit (in Ch´pAq) is isomorphic to X. There is a short exact
sequence of the form:
0Ñ
à
kPN
Xą´k Ñ
à
kPN
Xą´k Ñ colimkPNX
ą´kp– Xq Ñ 0.
Since coproducts are exact in A, the above coproducts are also coprod-
ucts in D´pAq and the above short exact sequence induces a triangle in
D´pAq. Hence, X belongs to LocpChbpAqq and, by part (1), LocpChbpAqq “
LocpthickpAqq “ LocpAq.
Finally, suppose X P ChpAq. Then X is an extension of a complex in
Ch´pAq and one in Ch`pAq, hence X P LocpD`pAq YD´pAqq “ LocpAq,
by what we have just proved for half-bounded complexes. 
2.3. Towers and telescopes of complexes. Let us start introducing the
following sequence of model categories on categories of uniformly left/right
bounded complexes:
Lemma 2.5. [CNPS17, Thm. 5.2] Suppose A has enough injectives and let
n P N. Then there is a model category pChě´npAq,Wě´n, Cě´n,Fě´nq,
where:
‚ Wě´n “ tφ‚ : φ‚ is a quasi-isomorphismu;
‚ Cě´n “ tφ‚ : φk is an epi with injective kernel, for all k ě ´nu;
‚ Fě´n “ tφ‚ : φk is a mono for all k ě ´nu.
Furthermore, there is an adjunction
(2.1) ln : Ch
ě´n´1pAq
//
oo Chě´npAq : rn,
where ln is the obvious inclusion while rn is the (smart) truncation functor.
In this situation, rn preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations.
Dually, if A has enough projectives, then for any n P N there is a model
category pChďnpAq,Wďn, Cďn,Fďnq, where:
‚ Wďn “ tφ‚ : φ‚ is a quasi-isomorphismu;
‚ Cďn “ tφ‚ : φk is an epi for all k ď nu;
‚ Fďn “ tφ‚ : φk is a mono with projective coker, for all k ď nu.
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Furthermore, there is an adjunction
(2.2) l1n : Ch
ďnpAq
//
oo Chďn`1pAq : r1n,
where l1n is the (smart) truncation functor and r
1
n is the obvious inclusion.
In this situation, l1n preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations.
Lemma 2.5 shows that the adjunctions ln : Ch
ě´n´1pAq Õ Chě´npAq : rn
give a tower of model categories (see Definition 1.2), while the adjunctions
l1n : Ch
ďnpAq Õ Chďn`1pAq : r1n give a telescope. Hence, we can construct a
category of towers TowpAq and a category of telescopes TelpAq. A typical
object X‚‚ of TowpAq can be thought as a commutative diagram of the form
...

...

...

...

...

...

0 // X´22

d´22
// X´12
t´12

d´12
// X02
t02

d02
// X12
t12

d12
// X22
t22

d22
// . . .
0 // X´11

d´11
// X01
t01

d01
// X11
t11

d11
// X21
t21

d21
// . . .
0 // X00
d00
// X10
d10
// X20
d20
// . . .
where pX‚n, d
‚
nq is a cochain complex for all n P N, and X
m
n “ 0 for all
m ă ´n. An analogous description holds for TelpAq.
Definition 2.6. Let A be an Abelian complete category with enough injec-
tives, and let M‚ “ tpCh
ě´npAq,Wě´n, Cě´n,Fě´nq : n P Nu be the tower
of model categories defined in Lemma 2.5. We denote by
pTowpAq,WTow, CTow,FTowq
the induced model category constructed as in Proposition 1.3. Furthermore,
we denote by
tow : ChpAq Ñ TowpAq
the so-called tower functor, which sends a complex X to the sequence of
its successive truncations ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ τě´nX Ñ τě´n`1X Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ τě0X and
acts on morphisms in the obvious way (see [CNPS17]).
Dually, let A be an Abelian cocomplete category with enough projectives,
and let M1‚ “ tpCh
ďnpAq,Wďn, Cďn,Fďnq : n P Nu be the telescope of model
categories defined in Lemma 2.5. We denote by
pTelpAq,WTow, CTow,FTowq
the induced model category constructed as in Proposition 1.3. Furthermore,
we denote by
tel : ChpAq Ñ TowpAq
the so-called telescope functor, which sends a complex X to the sequence
of its successive truncations τď0X Ñ τď1X Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ τďnX Ñ . . . and acts
on morphisms in the obvious way.
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In the same setting of the above definition, notice that the category
TowpAq can be seen as a full subcategory of the category ChpAqN
op
of func-
tors Nop Ñ ChpAq and so we can restrict the usual limit functor to obtain
a functor limNop : TowpAq Ñ ChpAq which is a right adjoint for the tower
functor. If we endow ChpAq with the class of weak equivalences given by the
quasi-isomorphisms of complexes, we would like to verify that plimNop , towq
is a right model approximation. A similar question holds for the dual adjunc-
tion ptel, colimNq. In fact, this is not true in general. A sufficient condition
for this adjunction to be an approximation is provided by the following
definition:
Definition 2.7. [Roo06] If A has enough injectives, we say that it is (Ab.4˚)-
k if, for any countable family of objects tBnunPN and any choice of injective
resolutions Bn Ñ En with En P Ch
ě0pAq, we have that Hhp
ś
nPNEnq “ 0
for all h ą k.
Dually, if A has enough projectives, it is (Ab.4)-k if, for any countable
family of objects tBnunPN and any choice of projective resolutions Bn Ñ En
with En P Ch
ď0pAq, we have that Hhp
š
nPNEnq “ 0 for all h ă ´k.
Proposition 2.8. [CNPS17, Thm. 6.4] Given k P N, suppose that A has
enough injectives and it is (Ab.4˚)-k. Then the following adjunction is a
right model approximation,
(2.3) tow : pChpAq,Wq
//
oo pTowpAq,WTow, CTow,FTowq : lim
Nop
.
Dually, if A has enough projectives and it is (Ab.4)-k, then the following
adjunction is a left model approximation,
(2.4) colimN : pTelpAq,WTel, CTel,FTelq
//
oo pChpAq,Wq : tel.
Hence, if A satisfies one of the two following sets of hypotheses
‚ enough injectives and (Ab.4˚)-k for some k P N,
‚ enough projectives and (Ab.4)-k for some k P N,
a consequence of the above Proposition 2.8 and Theorem 1.10 is that the
derived category DpAIq has small hom-sets for any small category I P Dia.
In particular, we can safely define a prederivator
DA : Dia
op Ñ CAT, I ÞÑ DpAIq,
enhancing the derived category of A. Notice that all the images of DA are
canonically triangulated but, without more hypotheses on A, DA is just a
pre-derivator. Anyway, one can verify that the homotopy Kan extensions
involved in the definition of cones, fibers, suspensions and loops, always exist
in DA and that the definitions given classically coincide with those in Sub-
section 1.4. Let us remark that one can safely define the above prederivator
under even more general hypotheses, as explained in [San07].
2.4. Two-sided completion of the derived category. Let us define
the following categories with weak equivalences:
(1) the full subcategory {ChpAq Ď ChpAqNop spanned by those diagrams
X : Nop Ñ ChpAqpIq such that, for all n P N,
‚ Xpnq P Chě´npAq;
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‚ the mapXpnq Ð Xpn`1q induces a q.i. Xpnq Ð τě´nXpn`1q.
Consider also the class of weak equivalencesxW :“ tφ : X ñ X 1 : φn : Xpnq Ñ X 1pnq is a q.i., @n P Nu;
(2) the full subcategory ­ChpAq Ď ChpAqN spanned by those diagrams
Y : N Ñ ChpAqpIq such that, for all n P N,
‚ Y pnq P ChďnpAq;
‚ the map Y pnq Ñ Y pn` 1q induces a q.i. Y pnq Ñ τďnY pn` 1q.
Consider also the class of weak equivalences|W :“ tφ : Y ñ Y 1 : φn : Y pnq Ñ Y 1pnq is a q.i., @n P Nu;
(3) the full subcategory ChpAq˛ Ď ChpAqNˆN
op
spanned by thoseX : Nˆ
N
op Ñ ChpAq such that, for all n and m P N,
‚ Xpm,´q P {ChpAq;
‚ Xp´, nq P ­ChpAq.
Consider also the class of weak equivalences
W˛ :“ tφ : X ñ X
1 : φpm,nq : Xpm,nq Ñ X
1pm,nq is a q.i., @n, m P Nu.
There are obvious pairs of adjoint morphisms of prederivators:
colimN : Ch
˛
A
//
oo zChA : xtel and }tow : ~ChA //oo Ch˛A : lim
Nop
where, given Y P zChApIq, xtelpY qpm,nq :“ τďmY pnq while, given X P~ChApIq, }towpXqpm,nq :“ τě´nXpmq.
Remember that, given two categories with weak equivalences pC1,W1q and
pC2,W2q, a functor F : C1 Ñ C2 is said to be homotopically invariant if
F pwq P W2 for all w P W1. In this case, the functor F induces a functor
C1rW
´1
1 s Ñ C2rW
´1
2 s that acts like F on objects.
Proposition 2.9. Let k P N and suppose that A has enough injectives, it is
(Ab.4˚)-k and it has exact coproducts. Then, the localizations {ChpAqrxW´1s
and ChpAq˛rW´1˛ s exist (i.e., they are locally small). Furthermore, the func-
tors colimN and xtel are homotopically invariant and they induce an equiva-
lence DpAq – {ChpAqrxW´1s – ChpAq˛rW´1˛ s.
Dually, if A has enough projectives, it is (Ab.4)-k and it has exact prod-
ucts, then, the localizations ­ChpAqr|W´1s and ChpAq˛rW´1˛ s exist (i.e., they
are locally small). Furthermore, the functors limNop and }tow are homo-
topically invariant and they induce an equivalence DpAq – ­ChpAqr|W´1s –
ChpAq˛rW´1˛ s.
Proof. We prove just the first half of the statement, as the rest of the proof
is completely dual. Consider the right model approximation
(2.5) tow : pChpAq,Wq
//
oo pTowpAq,WTow, CTow,FTowq : lim
Nop
constructed in Proposition 2.8. Then, DApIq is equivalent to its image via
(the derived functor of) tow in the homotopy category HoWTow pTowpA
Iqq;
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this essential image is clearly equivalent to {ChpAIqrxW´1s, so we get an
equivalence:
tow : DpAIq
//
oo
{ChpAIqrxW´1s : holimNop .
Using the same argument of [Sta18, Tag 05RW] we can embed Ch˛pAIqrW´1˛ s
into HopTowpAqNq, so this category is locally small. Furthermore, we can
consider the following equivalence of categoriesxtel : {ChpAq //oo ChpAq˛ : colimN
Now notice that xtel is exact, so it is homotopically invariant and, since A
is (Ab.4), one can use an argument dual to [BN93, Remark 2.3] to show
that the above restriction of the functor colimN is homotopically invariant.
Hence, the above equivalence of categories induces an equivalence of the
localizations. 
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3. Lifting t-structures algong diagram functors
In this section we begin our study of t-structures on a strong and stable
derivator D. Using one of the main results of [SSˇV18], we show that a t-
structure on the base Dp1q of our derivator naturally induces t-structures
on each of the categories DpIq. Furthermore, t-structures in Dp1q are in
bijection with suitable families of co/localizations of D. We also give an
extremely short and self-contained argument for the abelianity of the heart
of a t-structure. In the last subsection we show how a t-structure on Dp1q
induces two special t-structures on DpNq and DpNopq which are different from
the ones obtained in [SSˇV18].
Setting for Section 3. We fix through this section a category of diagrams
Dia and a strong and stable derivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT. In Subsections 3.2
and 3.3 we will need to assume that N P Dia.
3.1. t-Structures on stable derivators. Let us start with the following
definition
Definition 3.1. A t-structure t “ pDp1qď0,Dp1qě0q on D is, by definition,
a t-structure on the triangulated category Dp1q.
The following proposition is one of the main results of [SSˇV18]:
Proposition 3.2. Let t “ pDp1qď0,Dp1qě0q be a t-structure on D, and let
I P Dia. Letting
DpIqď0 :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P Dp1q
ď0, @i P Iu,
DpIqě0 :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P Dp1q
ě0, @i P Iu,
tI :“ pDpIq
ď0,DpIqě0q is a t-structure on DpIq. Furthermore,
diaI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q
I
induces an equivalence AI – A
I between the heart AI of tI and the category
AI of diagrams of shape I in the heart A of t.
Corollary 3.3. Given a t-structure t “ pDp1qď0,Dp1qě0q on D,
(1) the prederivator Dď0 : I ÞÑ DpIqď0 is a coreflection of D;
(2) the prederivator Dě0 : I ÞÑ DpIqě0 is a reflection of D;
(3) the prederivator D♥ : I ÞÑ DpIqď0 X DpIqě0 can be seen either as a
reflection of Dď0, or as a coreflection of Dě0.
In particular, Dď0, Dě0, and D♥ are pointed, strong derivators of type Dia.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, tI is a t-structure on DpIq and diaI : DpIq Ñ
Dp1qI induces an equivalence of categories D♥pIq – D♥p1qI , for all I in Dia.
The proofs of (1), (2) and (3) are very similar so we just verify (1) and leave
the other two statements to the reader. First of all we need to verify that
D
ď0 : I ÞÑ Dď0pIq and Dě0 : I ÞÑ Dě0pIq are sub-prederivators of D. For
that one should verify that, given u : I Ñ J in Dia,
u˚X P Dď0pIq for all X P Dď0pJq
u˚Y P Dě0pIq for all Y P Dě0pJq.
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But this is true since X P Dď0pJq if and only if Xj P D
ď0p1q, while u˚X P
D
ď0pIq if and only if i˚pu˚X q “ pupiqq˚X P Dď0p1q for all i P I. The proof
of the second statement is analogous.
To conclude the proof of (1) we need to verify that the obvious embedding
D
ď0 Ñ D has a right adjoint. Since each tI is a t-structure, each component
D
ď0pIq Ñ DpIq has a right adjoint so, by [Gro13, Lem.2.10] there is a unique
way to organize these right adjoints into a lax morphism of prederivators
D Ñ Dď0. Consider a functor u : I Ñ J in Dia; given X P Dď0pIq, let us
show that u!X P D
ď0pJq, equivalently, we can show that DpJqpu!X ,Y q “ 0
for all Y P Dą0pJq, but this is clear since DpJqpu!X ,Y q “ DpIqpX , u
˚Y q “
0, as we have already seen that u˚Y P Dą0pIq. Hence, using the same
argument of the proof of [Gro13, Prop.2.11], one shows that the morphism
D Ñ Dď0 is strict.
The last statement is a consequence of Lemma 1.13. 
Recall that a derivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT is said to be discrete if, for
any I P Dia, the diagram functor diaI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q
I is an equivalence.
In particular, this means that the homotopy (co)limits and homotopy Kan
extensions in such a derivator coincide with the classical (i.e., categorical)
(co)limits and Kan extensions. A discrete derivator is Abelian if Dp1q is
an Abelian category.
Corollary 3.4. Given a t-structure t “ pDp1qď0,Dp1qě0q on D, D♥ is a
discrete, Abelian derivator.
Proof. D♥ is a derivator by Corollary 3.3 and it is discrete by Proposition
3.2. Hence we have just to verify that D♥p1q is an Abelian category. In fact,
we already know that it is an additive and Dia-bicomplete category, so it is
enough to show that any monomorphism (epimorphism) is a (co)kernel.
Let us start with a morphism φ : X Ñ Y in D♥p1q. By Lemma 1.13, the
kernel of φ can be constructed as follows: first we notice that such kernel is
the limit (which is the same as “homotopy colimit” since D♥ is discrete) of
the following diagram
0

X
φ
// Y.
This limit can be computed first as a homotopy limit in Dě0 or, equivalently,
in D, and then coreflected in D♥ (see Lemma 1.13). This shows that Kerpφq
is the coreflection of K, where K is the fiber of φ, that is, there is a triangle
in Dp1q:
(3.1) K Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ ΣK.
This shows that φ is a monomorphism if and only if Kerpφq “ 0 if and only
if K P Dě1p1q. This means exactly that in the triangle (3.1), X,Y and
ΣK P D♥p1q. By the above discussion, we obtain that φ : X Ñ Y represents
a kernel for Y Ñ ΣK in D♥p1q. In particular any monomorphism in D♥p1q
is a kernel; one verifies similarly that all the epimorphisms are cokernels. 
We have seen above that a t-structure on the base of a stable derivator can
be used to produce a reflection and a coreflection. In the following theorem
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we prove that, in fact, all the extension-closed (co)reflections arise this way
from a t-structure.
Theorem 3.5. There are bijections among the following classes:
(1) t-structures in Dp1q;
(2) extension-closed reflective sub-derivators of D;
(3) extension-closed coreflective sub-derivators of D.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, a t-structure t “ pDp1qď0,Dp1qě0q on Dp1q can
be lifted to t-structures tI “ pDpIq
ď0,DpIqě0q in DpIq, for any I in Dia.
Then, the derivator Dď0 : Diaop Ñ CAT, such that Dď0pIq :“ DpIqď0, is
coreflective in D and, similarly, the derivator Dě0 : Diaop Ñ CAT, such that
D
ě0pIq :“ DpIqě0, is reflective in D (see Corollary 3.3).
On the other hand, given an extension-closed coreflective sub-derivator
U Ñ D, it is clear that Up1q is an aisle in Dp1q (use [Gro13, Prop. 3.21]). By
Proposition 3.2, we can define a coreflective sub-derivator U1 of D letting
U
1pIq :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P Up1q,@i P Iu.
Thus, Vp1q :“ Σ´1pUp1qKq is a co-aisle and, again by Proposition 3.2, we
can define a reflective sub-derivator V of D letting
VpIq :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P Vp1q,@i P Iu.
Now, for any I P Dia, we have two t-structures: pUpIq,Σ´1pUpIqKqq and
pU1pIq,VpIqq. But clearly, UpIq Ď U1pIq and Σ´1pUpIqKq Ď VpIq, which im-
plies that these two t-structures coincide. In particular, U “ U1. Hence, U is
completely determined by Up1q, so the assignment U ÞÑ pUp1q,Σ´1pUp1qKqq
is a bijection between the classes described in parts (3) and (1) of the state-
ment. The bijection between (2) and (1) is proved similarly. 
Due to the above theorem, from now on, we will indifferently denote a t-
structure t on a stable derivator D, either as aisle and coaisle pDp1qď0,Dp1qě0q
in Dp1q, or as a pair of coreflective and reflective subderivators pDď0,Dě0q
of D.
3.2. Epivalence of certain diagram functors. The following lemma is
a refinement of [SSˇV18, Thm. 3.1] in the case for the special small category N.
We will just give a sketch of the proof since similar statements have already
appeared in [LV17] (for finite ordinals) and in the appendix of [KN13].
Lemma 3.6. The diagram functor
diaN : DpNq Ñ Dp1q
N (resp., diaNop : DpN
opq Ñ Dp1qN
op
)
is full and essentially surjective. Furthermore, given X P DpNq (resp.,
DpNopq), there is a triangleà
nPN
pn` 1q!Xn Ñ
à
nPN
n!Xn Ñ X Ñ Σ
à
nPN
pn` 1q!Xn˜
resp., Y Ñ
ź
nPN
n˚Yn Ñ
ź
nPN
pn ` 1q˚Yn Ñ ΣY
¸
.
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Finally, given a second object Y P DpNq the diagram functor induces an
isomorphism
DpNqpX ,Y q – Dp1qNpdiaNX ,diaNY q
presp., DpNopqpX ,Y q – Dp1qN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY qq
provided the following map is surjective (where D :“ Dp1q):ś
nPNDpΣXn,Ynq Ñ
ś
nPNDpΣXn,Yn`1q
pφnqN ÞÑ pd
n
Y
φn ´ φn`1Σd
n
X
qNˆś
nPNDpΣXn,Ynq Ñ
ś
nPN DpΣXn`1,Ynq
pφnqN ÞÑ pd
n`1
Y
φn`1 ´ φnΣd
n`1
X
qN
˙
.
This happens, for example, when the Toda condition Dp1qpΣXn,Yn`1q “ 0
(resp., Dp1qpΣXn`1,Ynq “ 0), is verified for all n P N.
Sketch of the proof. Let X P Dp1qN. For any n P N, consider the following
maps
αn : pn` 1q!Xn Ñ n!Xn βn : pn` 1q!Xn Ñ pn` 1q!Xpn`1q,
where αn is the image of the identity via the following series of natu-
ral isomorphism Dp1qpXn,Xnq – Dp1qpXn, pn ` 1q
˚n!Xnq – DpNqppn `
1q!Xn, n!Xnq, while βn is induced by the unique natural transformation
bn : p1
n
Ñ Nq ñ p1
n`1
Ñ Nq (hence, βn “ pn ` 1q!b
˚
n). Then define a mor-
phism in DpNq
ΦX :
à
nPN
pn` 1q!Xn Ñ
à
nPN
n!Xn
where the component of ΦX relative to pn ` 1q!Xn is exactly
pβn,´αnq
t : pn` 1q!Xn Ñ n!Xn ‘ pn` 1q!Xpn`1q.
Letting X be the cone of ΦX , one can verify that diaNpX q – X. Further-
more, given Y P DpNq, we can find a presentation of Y as the one above and,
applying the functor p´,Z q :“ DpNqp´,Z q we get a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ //
ś
nPN Dp1qpΣYn,Znq
p˚q
//
ś
nPN Dp1qpΣYn,Zn`1q
// pY ,Z q //
//
ś
nPN Dp1qpYn,Znq
p˚˚q
//
ś
iPN Dp1qpYn,Zn`1q
// ¨ ¨ ¨
where the kernel of p˚˚q is Dp1qNpdiaNY ,diaNZ q. This shows that the map
pY ,Z q Ñ Dp1qNpdiaNY ,diaNZ q is always surjective and that, when the
map p˚q is surjective (so for example when Dp1qpΣYn,Zn`1q “ 0 for all
n P N), then it is also injective.
To prove the statement for Nop one uses the same argument with a “dual”
resolution. Indeed, given Y P Dp1qN
op
one can construct a map
ΨY :
ź
nPN
n˚Yn Ñ
ź
nPN
pn ` 1q˚Yn.
Then, calling Y the fiber of the above map, diaNoppY q – Y . Furthermore,
given X P DpNopq, we can find a presentation of Y as the one above.
Applying the functor pZ ,´q :“ DpNopqpZ ,´q we get a long exact sequence
with which we can conclude analogously to the first half of the proof. 
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3.3. t-structures on DpNq and DpNopq. Let t “ pDď0,Dě0q be a t-
structure on D. By Proposition 3.2, tN “ pD
ď0pNq,Dě0pNqq (resp., tNop “
pDď0pNopq,Dě0pNopqq) is a t-structure on the triangulated category DpNq
(resp., DpNopq). In the following lemmas we introduce a different kind of
t-structure on the same triangulated categories:
Lemma 3.7. Consider the following full subcategory of DpNopq:
Dď0tow :“ tX P DpN
opq : Xn P D
ď´np1qu,
Dě0tow :“ tX P DpN
opq : Xn P D
ě´np1qu.
Then, ttow :“ pD
ď0
tow,D
ě0
towq is a t-structure in DpN
opq.
Proof. It is clear that Dď0tow and D
ě0
tow have the required closure properties.
Let now X P Dď0tow (i.e., Xn P Dp1q
ď´n, for all n P N) and Y P Dě1tow
(i.e., Yn P Dp1q
ě´n`1, for all n P N). Then, Dp1qpΣXn,Yn`1q “ 0 since
ΣXn P ΣDp1q
ď´n “ Dp1qď´n´1 and Yn`1 P Dp1q
ě´n so, by Lemma 3.6,
DpNopqpX ,Y q – Dp1qN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q.
On the other hand,
Dp1qN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q Ď
ź
iPN
Dp1qpXn,Ynq “ 0,
since Xn P Dp1q
ď´n and Yn P Dp1q
ě´n`1. This shows that DpNopqpX ,Y q “
0. Finally, let X P DpNopq and consider its diagram X :“ diaNopX P
Dp1qN
op
. Then there is an object Xď0 P Dp1qN
op
and a morphism φ : Xď0 Ñ
X with the property that, for any n P N, Xď0pnq P Dď´np1q and the cone of
φn belongs to D
ě´n`1p1q. Using that diaNop is full and essentially surjective,
one can lift φ to a morphism Φ: X ď0 Ñ X . Completing this morphism to
a triangle
X
ď0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ ΣX ď0
we obtain that, by construction, X ď0 P Dď0tow and Y P D
ě1
tow. 
We omit the proof of the following lemma since it is completely dual to
that of the above lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Consider the following full subcategory of DpNq:
Dď0tel :“ tX P DpNq : Xn P D
ďnp1qu,
Dě0tel :“ tX P DpNq : Xn P D
ěnp1qu.
Then, ttel :“ pD
ď0
tel ,D
ě0
tel q is a t-structure in DpNq.
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4. The bounded realization functor
The construction of realization functors (at least in the bounded context)
is classically done using the filtered derived category and, more generally,
f -categories, see [BBD82, Bei87, PV15]. For a given derivator D, one can
define a “bounded filtered prederivator” FbD such that FbDp1q has a natural
f -structure, whose core is equivalent to Dp1q. As a consequence, any t-
structure on Dp1q can be lifted to a compatible t-structure on FbDp1q. In
this section we give a direct and detailed proof of this lifting property for
t-structures from D to FbD in the setting of stable derivators. Moreover, we
give a construction of a morphism of prederivators
realbt : D
b
A Ñ D,
where A is the heart of a given t-structure on D. In the final part of the
section we show that this morphism is equivalent to the one we obtain via
f -categories.
Setting for Section 4. Fix through this section a category of diagrams
such that N P Dia, a strong and stable derivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT, a t-
structure t “ pDď0,Dě0q on D, and let A “ Dď0p1q X Dě0p1q be its heart.
Just for the final Proposition 4.14, we will need to assume that N P Dia.
4.1. The bounded filtered prederivator FbD. Let us start with the
following definition:
Definition 4.1. Given n P Z, let rnÑ n`1s : 2 Ñ Z be the functor sending
0 ÞÑ n and 1 ÞÑ n` 1. Define
grn : D
Z
rnÑn`1s˚
// D
2 cone // D.
Given X P DZpIq
‚ X is bounded above if there exists a P Z such that Xa´n “ 0 for
all n P N. If X is bounded above, we let
apX q :“ supta P Z : Xa´n´1 “ 0, @n P Nu;
‚ X is bounded below if there exists b P Z such that grb`nX “ 0
for all i P N. If X is bounded below, we let
bpX q :“ inftb P Z : grb`nX “ 0, @n P Nu;
‚ X is bounded if it is both bounded above and below. If X is
bounded, we define its length ℓpX q “ ´1 if X “ 0 and otherwise
ℓpX q “ |bpX q ´ apX q| .
We define the bounded filtered prederivator
F
b
D : Diaop Ñ CAT,
as a full sub-prederivator of DZ, where FbDpIq is the category of bounded
objects in DZpIq.
In the following remark we try to give some motivation and intuition for
the above definition:
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Remark 4.2. Let X P DpZq and consider its underlying diagram:
diaZpX q : ¨ ¨ ¨ // X´2
d´2
// X´1
d´1
// X0
d0
// X1
d1
// X2
d2
// ¨ ¨ ¨
The object X is then bounded above if Xk “ 0 for all k ăă 0 and it is
bounded below if dk is an isomorphism for all k ąą 0. In particular, when
X is bounded, we can interpret it as the following (coherent) finite filtration
of the objects XbpX q:
0 “ XapX q Ñ XapX q`1 Ñ XapX q`2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ XbpX q´1 Ñ XbpX q.
Hence, the motivation for calling FbD the bounded filtered derivator of D is
that its objects are exactly the coherent finite filtrations of the objects in D.
Another motivation is the following: if we take a Grothendieck category G
and the associated stable derivator DG, the base of the corresponding filtered
derivator FbDG is (equivalent to) what is usually called the filtered derived
category of G.
A final remark is that one would expect that the definition of “bounded
above” object of DpZq is what we call here “bounded below”, and viceversa.
The reason for this counterintuitive choice of words will be clarified in the
proof of Proposition 4.8.
Notice that, in general FbD is not a derivator but, for any I P Dia, FbDpIq
is a full triangulated subcategory of DZpIq. In particular, it makes sense
to consider triangles and to speak about t-structures in FbDpIq for some
I P Dia. The following result follows by Lemma 3.6.
Corollary 4.3. For any I P Dia, the functor
diaZ : F
b
DpIq Ñ DpIqpb,Zq
is full and essentially surjective, where DpIqpb,Zq is the full subcategory of
DpIqZ spanned by those X : Z Ñ DpIq such that there exists a ď b P Z
for which Xa´i “ 0 and Xb`i Ñ Xb`i`1 is an isomorphism, for all i P N.
Furthermore, given Y P FbDpIq, there is a triangle
Y Ñ
ź
iďbpY q
i˚Yi Ñ
ź
iďbpY q
pi´ 1q˚Yi Ñ ΣY
Finally, given a second object X P FbDpIq, the diagram functor induces an
isomorphism
F
b
DpIqpX ,Y q – DpIqZpdiaZX ,diaZY q
provided the following map is surjective:ź
iďb
DpIqpΣXi,Yiq Ñ
ź
iďb
DpIqpΣXi´1,Yiq
pφiqiďb ÞÑ pd
i´1
Y
φi´1 ´ φiΣd
i´1
X
qiďb,
where b :“ maxtbpX q, bpY qu.
Lemma 4.4. Given I P Dia and X , Y P FbDpIq such that apX q ě bpY q,
then
F
b
DpIqpX ,Y q “ DpIqphocolimZpX q,hocolimZpY qq.
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Proof. It is easy to show that the mapź
iďbpX q
DpIqpΣXi,Yiq Ñ
ź
iďbpX q
DpIqpΣXi´1,Yiq
is surjective, so that FbDpIqpX ,Y q – DpIqZpdiaZX ,diaZY q. Consider now
the underlying diagrams:
¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 //

XapX q
//

XapX q`1
//

¨ ¨ ¨ // XbpX q

–
// ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ // YapX q´1 // YapX q
–
// YapX q`1
–
// ¨ ¨ ¨
–
// YbpX q
–
// ¨ ¨ ¨
Clearly, hocolimZ X – XbpX q, hocolimZ Y – YbpY q – YbpX q and
DpIqZpdiaZX ,diaZY q – DpIqpXbpX q,YbpX qq. 
4.2. The Beilinson t-structure.
Proposition 4.5. Consider the following two classes of objects in FbDp1q:
F
b
D
ď0p1q “ tX P FbDp1q : grnX P D
ď´np1q, @nu,
F
b
D
ě0p1q “ tX P FbDp1q : grnX P D
ě´np1q, @nu.
Then tB :“ pF
b
D
ď0p1q,FbDě0p1qq is a t-structure on FbDp1q.
Proof. The closure properties of FbDď0p1q and FbDě0p1q follow by the fact
that all the grn are triangulated functors. Now let X P F
b
D
ď0p1q, Y P
F
b
D
ě1p1q, and let us show that DpZqpX ,Y q “ 0. Consider the distinguished
triangle
apX q!XapX q Ñ X Ñ X
1 Ñ ΣapX q!XapX q,
where ℓpapX q!XapX qq “ 0, ℓpX
1q ď ℓpX q ´ 1, and apX q!XapX q, X
1 P
F
b
D
ď0p1q. The following exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ DpZqpX 1,Y q Ñ DpZqpX ,Y q Ñ DpZqpa!Xa,Y q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
shows that DpZqpX ,Y q “ 0 provided DpZqpX 1,Y q “ 0 “ DpZqpa!Xa,Y q.
We can use this trick to reduce (by induction on ℓpX q) to the case when
ℓpX q “ 0. Similarly, there is a distinguished triangle apY q!YapY q Ñ Y Ñ
Y 1 Ñ ΣapY q!YapY q, where ℓpapY q!YapY qq “ 0, ℓpY
1q ď ℓpY q ´ 1, and
apY q!YapY q, Y
1 P Dě0b . Similarly to what we did for X , we can reduce
(by induction on ℓpY q) to the case when ℓpY q “ 0. Hence, suppose that
ℓpX q “ ℓpY q “ 0 and consider the following cases:
‚ if apX q ě apY q then, by adjunction,
DpZqpX ,Y q – DpZqpapX q!XapX q, apY q!YapY qq
– Dp1qpXapX q, apX q
˚apY q!YapY qq
– Dp1qpXapX q,YapY qq “ 0
where the last equality holds since XapX q – grapX q´1X P D
ď´apX q`1p1q,
while YapY q – grapY q´1Y P D
ě´apY q`2p1q Ď Dě´apX q`2p1q;
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‚ if apX q ă apY q then, by adjunction,
DpZqpX ,Y q – DpZqpapX q!XapX q, apY q!YapY qq
– Dp1qpXapX q, apX q
˚apY q!YapY qq
– Dp1qpXapX q, 0q “ 0.
Given X P FbDp1q, we need to show that there exists a triangle
X
ď0 Ñ X Ñ X ě1 Ñ ΣpX ď0q
such that X ď0 P FbDď0p1q and X ě1 P FbDě1p1q. If ℓpX q “ ´1 then we can
take everything to be 0. Otherwise, we proceed by induction on ℓpX q P N
to find such X ď0 and X ě1 with the extra conditions that hocolimN X
ď0 P
D
ď´apX qp1q and hocolimN X
ě1 P Dě´bpX q`1p1q. Indeed:
‚ If ℓpX q “ 0, say X “ a!Xa, then it is enough to take X
ď0 :“ a!pX
ď´a
a q
and X ě1 :“ a!pX
ě´a`1
a q with the obvious maps.
‚ If ℓpX q ą 0 and a :“ apX q, then there is a distinguished triangle in
F
b
Dp1q, a!Xa Ñ X Ñ X
1 Ñ Σa!Xa and we can consider the following
diagram
Σ´1pX 1ď0q //

pa!Xaq
ď0

// A

// X 1ď0

Σ´1X 1 //

a!Xa

// X

// X 1

Σ´1pX 1ě1q //

pa!Xaq
ě1 //

B //

X 1ě1

X 1ď0 // Σppa!Xaq
ď0q // ΣA // ΣpX 1ď0q
where all rows and columns are triangles, and all the small squares com-
mute, but the bottom right square that anti-commutes. This diagram is
constructed as follows: first we should complete the following diagram to a
morphism of triangles
Σ´1pX 1ď0q //

Σ´1X 1

// Σ´1pX 1ě1q

// X 1ď0

pa!Xaq
ď0 // a!Xa // pa!Xaq
ě1 // Σppa!Xaq
ď0q
where the solid map is given by a rotation of a!Xa Ñ X Ñ X
1 Ñ Σa!Xa.
In fact, using [BBD82, Prop. 1.1.9], the following two vanishing conditions
imply that the above solid diagram can be completed in a unique way to a
morphism of triangles:
‚ using Lemma 4.4, we get that DpZqpΣ´1pX 1ď0q, pa!Xaq
ě1q is iso-
morphic to Dp1qphocolimZΣ
´1pX 1ď0q,hocolimZpa!Xaq
ě1q which is
trivial since hocolimZΣ
´1pX 1ď0q P Dď´apX
1q`1p1q Ď Dď´apX qp1q,
while hocolimZpa!Xaq
ě1 “ X
ě´apX q`1
a P Dě´apX q`1p1q;
‚ using Lemma 4.4, we get that DpZqppX 1qď0, pa!Xaq
ě1q is isomorphic
to Dp1qphocolimZpX
1qď0,hocolimZpa!Xaq
ě1q “ 0, which is trivial
since hocolimZpX
1qď0 P Dď´apX
1qp1q Ď Dď´apX q´1p1q, whereas
hocolimZ a!X
ě1
a “ X
ě´apX q`1
a P Dě´apX q`1p1q.
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Since there exists a unique way to complete the diagram to a morphism
of triangles, this morphism of triangles can be completed to the desired
3 ˆ 3 diagram (for this use [Nee91, Thms. 1.8 and 2.3], these results say
respectively, in the language of that paper, that any commutative square
can be completed to a “good” morphism of triangles and that any such
morphism gives rise to a 3 ˆ 3 diagram as above. Since we have proved
that there is a unique way to complete the above diagram to a morphism
of triangles, this unique way is the “good” one). Now, letting X ď0 :“ A
and X ě1 :“ B, it is not difficult to verify that they satisfy the desired
properties. Hence, tB is a t-structure on F
b
Dp1q. 
Definition 4.6. The t-structure tB :“ pF
b
D
ď0,FbDě0q on FbD described in
the above proposition is said to be the Beilinson t-structure induced by t.
After the following technical lemma we will show that the heart of the
Beilinson t-structure is precisely the category of bounded complexes over
the heart of the original t-structure t.
Lemma 4.7. Let F : AÑ A1 be an exact functor between Abelian categories.
If F reflects 0-objects (i.e., F pXq “ 0 implies X “ 0), then F is faithful.
Proof. Consider a morphism φ : A Ñ B in A such that F pφq “ 0. Let
π : A Ñ A{ kerpφq be the obvious projection and let φ¯ : A{ kerpφq Ñ B be
the unique morphism such that φ¯π “ φ. Notice that π is an epimorphism
and φ¯ is a monomorphism so, by the exactness of F , F pπq is an epimorphism
and F pφ¯q is a monomorphism. One can now conclude as follows: 0 “ F pφq “
F pφ¯πq “ F pφ¯qF pπq implies that F pφ¯q is 0 as we can cancel the epimorphism
F pπq, but F pφ¯q is also a monomorphism, so F pA{Kerpφqq “ 0, which means
that A “ Kerpφq, since F reflects 0-objects. 
Given an Abelian category A, we denote by ChbpAq the category of
bounded complexes over A. For a non-trivial complex 0 ‰ X‚ P ChbpAq,
we let:
– bpX‚q :“ maxtn P Z : X´n ‰ 0u, apX‚q :“ mintn P Z : X´n ‰ 0u;
– ℓpX‚q :“ |apX‚q ´ bpX‚q|.
Let also ℓpX q “ ´1 if X “ 0.
Proposition 4.8. Let A be the heart of t and HB Ď F
b
Dp1q the heart of
the Beilinson t-structure tB. Then, there is an equivalence
F : HB
–
// ChbpAq
that satisfies the following properties for any X P HB:
(1) if ℓpX q “ 0, then FX is a complex concentrated in degree ´a` 1,
whose unique non-zero component is Σa´1gra´1X ;
(2) if ℓpX q “ 1, then FX is a complex concentrated in degrees ´a` 1
and ´a, whose non-zero part is the map Σ´agraX Ñ Σ
´a`1gra´1X ;
(3) in general, ℓpFX q “ ℓpX q.
Proof. We start constructing a functor F : HB Ñ Ch
bpAq as follows: to an
object X P HB we associate the complex FX
‚, where FX ´n “ Σ´ngrnX
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and with the differential d´n´1FX : FX
´n´1 Ñ FX ´n, such that Σn`1d´n´1FX
fits in the following octahedron:
Xn
// Xn`1
//

grnX

// ΣXn
Xn
// Xn`2
//

Xrn,n`2s

// ΣXn
grn`1X

grn`1X
Σn`1d´n´1
FX
ΣXn`1 // ΣgrnX
With this definition, the properties (1–3) in the statement are trivially ver-
ified, let us prove that F is an equivalence:
‚ F is exact. Consider a short exact sequence 0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ
0 in HB. The short exact sequences in HB are the triangles of F
b
Dp1q
that happen to lie in HB, in particular, there exists a map Z Ñ ΣX
such that X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ ΣX is a triangle. We have to prove that
0 Ñ FX Ñ FY Ñ FZ Ñ 0 is a short exact sequence in ChbpAq, but
this means exactly that 0 Ñ FX n Ñ FY n Ñ FZ n Ñ 0 is a short ex-
act sequence in A for any n P Z. This means that there is a triangle
grnX Ñ grnY Ñ grnZ Ñ ΣgrnX in Dp1q, which is true since grn is a
triangulated functor.
‚ F reflects 0-objects. Let X P FbDp1q and let us define a sequence of
objects pX 1pnqqnPN in F
b
Dp1q. Indeed, let a :“ apX q and
p˚q define X 1p0q to be the cone of the counit a!Xa Ñ X (here Xa –
gra´1X );
p˚q notice that X 1p0qa “ 0 and X
1p0qa`1 “ graX , so there is a natural
map pa` 1q!grapX q Ñ X
1p0q, and we define X 1p1q to be the cone
of this map;
p˚q we define X 1pn`1q as the cone of the counit pn`a`1q!grn`aX Ñ
X 1pnq.
One can show that X 1pnq “ 0 for any n ą ℓpX q. This filtration shows that
X belongs in the smallest triangulated subcategory of FbDp1q that contains
the objects of the form pn ` 1q!grnpX q. Thus, if grnX “ 0 for all n P Z
(i.e., if FX “ 0 in ChbpAq), then X “ 0.
‚ F is fully faithful. By Lemma 4.7 and the properties of F that we have
already verified, it is enough to show that F is full. Indeed, let X , Y P
F
b
Dp1q and let φ P ChbpAqpFX , FY q. As in the proof that F reflects 0-
objects, one can construct X and Y as extensions of shifts of objects of the
form pn ` 1q!grnX and pn ` 1q!grnY . Of course the map φ induces maps
pn ` 1q!pΣ
nφnq : pn ` 1q!grnX Ñ pn ` 1q!grnY , for any n P Z, and these
maps can be glued together to construct a new map ψ : X Ñ Y such that
F pψq “ φ.
‚ F is essentially surjective. Given a complex C‚ P ChbpAq, say
¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 // C´b
d´b
// C´b`1
d´b`1
// ¨ ¨ ¨
d´a´1
// C´a // 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
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we have to construct and object X P HB such that FX – C
‚. Suppose,
for simplicity, that a “ 0, the general case can be handled analogously by
shifting the indices. So our complex becomes:
¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 // C´b
d´b
// C´b`1
d´b`1
// ¨ ¨ ¨
d´1
// C0 // 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
We construct a diagram in Dp1qZ
¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 // Xp0q
x0
// Xp1q
x1
// ¨ ¨ ¨ // Xpb` 1q // 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨
(one can successively lift it to a coherent diagram X in FbDp1q, using Corol-
lary 4.3). We define:
p˚q for n ď 0, we let Xpnq “ 0;
p˚q Xp1q :“ C0 P Dě0p1q and let Xp0q
x0“0
// Xp1q
id
C0
“y0
// C0
z0:“d0
// 0 ;
p˚q Xp2q P Dě´1 and x1 : Xp1q Ñ Xp2q are defined as part of a triangle:
Xp1q
x1
// Xp2q
y1
// ΣC´1
z1:“Σd´1
// ΣXp1q
so that Σy0 ˝ z1 “ idC0 ˝ Σd
´1 “ Σd´1;
p˚q then we proceed inductively. Suppose that we have already con-
structed two triangles with Xpiq P Dě´i`1p1q (so that Xpi ` 1q P
D
ě´ip1q and Xpi` 2q P Dě´i´1p1q)
Xpiq
xi
// Xpi` 1q
yi
// ΣiC´i
zi
// ΣXpiq
Xpi` 1q
xi`1
// Xpi` 2q
yi`1
// Σi`1C´i´1
zi`1
// ΣXpi` 1q
and such that Σyi ˝ zi`1 “ Σ
i`1d´i´1. We define Xpi` 3q P Dě´i´2
and xi`2 : Xpi ` 2q Ñ Xpi` 3q as parts of a triangle
Xpi` 2q
xi`2
// Xpi` 3q
yi`2
// Σi`2C´i´2
zi`2
// ΣXpi` 2q
Notice first that Σyi ˝ zi`1 ˝ Σ
i`1d´i´2 “ Σi`1pd´i´1d´i´2q “ 0, so
that we have a commutative diagram
0 //

Σi`1C´i´2

Σi`1C´i´2 //
zi`1Σ
i`1d´i´2

0

ΣiC´i
zi
// ΣXpiq
Σxi
// ΣXpi` 1q
Σyi
// Σi`1C´i.
Now, Σi`1C´i´2 P Dď´i´1p1q and ΣXpiq P Dě´ip1q, so
Dp1qpΣi`1C´i´2,ΣXpiqq “ 0,
showing that zi`1Σ
i`1d´i´2 “ 0. Hence, we can define zi`2 in order
to make the following diagram commute
0 //

Σi`1C´i´2
Σ´1zi`2

Σi`1C´i´2 //
Σi`1d´i´2

0

Xpi ` 1q
xi`1
// Xpi ` 2q
yi`1
// Σi`1C´i´1
zi`1
// ΣXpi` 1q.
We define Xpi` 3q, xi`2 and yi`2 completing zi`2 to a triangle. 
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4.3. Totalization of bounded complexes. If n ą 1, we define the
following morphism of derivators
trn : Ch
n
A Ñ pCh
n´1
A
q2
such that, given I P Dia and a complex X P ChnApIq,
ptrnX : X
ăn´1 Ñ Ωn´2Xn´1q :“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
...

...

0

// 0

X0

// 0

...

...

Xn´2 //

Xn´1

0 //

0

...
...
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
We can now introduce the main definition of this subsection:
Definition 4.9. Given n P Ną0 we define, inductively, a morphism of pre-
derivators, called totalization morphism,
Totnt : Ch
n
A Ñ D
‚ for n “ 1, Ch1A “ ypAq “ D
♥ so we let Tot1
t
be the inclusion D♥ Ñ D;
‚ in general we define Totn`1
t
to be the following composition
Totn`1
t
:“ fib ˝ pTotnt q
2 ˝ trn : Ch
n`1
A
Ñ pChnAq
2 Ñ D2 Ñ D.
In the following lemma we collect some natural properties of the totaliza-
tion morphisms:
Lemma 4.10. Given n P Ną0, the following statements hold true:
(1) Totn
t
sends short exact sequences of complexes to triangles;
(2) Totn
t
Ωn´1A – Ωn´1A for any A P A (where the Ωn´1A on the left
hand side is the complex concentrated in degree n´ 1, with A as the
unique non-zero component);
(3) given X P ChnpAq Ď Chn`1pAq, Totn`1
t
X – Totn
t
X;
(4) given X P Chn`1pAq, there is a triangle in Dp1q:
Totn`1
t
X // Totn
t
Xăn // Ωn´1Xn // ΣTotn`1
t
X;
(5) given X P ChnpAq, Totn`1
t
ΩX – ΩTotn
t
X.
Proof. (1) The proof goes by induction on n. For n “ 1, short exact se-
quences in ypAq Ď D are clearly sent to triangles in D by the inclusion. On
the other hand, Totn`1
t
is, by definition, a composition fib ˝ pTotn
t
q2 ˝ trn.
Now, trn is an exact functor, pTot
n
t
q2 sends short exact sequences to tri-
angles by inductive hypothesis, and fib: D2 Ñ D is an exact morphism of
stable derivators (so it is, component-wise, a triangulated functor).
(2) For n “ 1 the statement is clear. Suppose we have already proved
our statement for some n ą 0, then the statement boils down to the usual
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fact that the fiber of the morphism 0Ñ Ωn´1A in the triangulated category
Dp1q is isomorphic to ΩnA.
(3) This boils down to the usual fact that, in the triangulated category
Dp1q, the fiber of the morphism Totn
t
X Ñ 0 is isomorphic to Totn
t
X.
(4) By parts (2) and (3), Totn`1
t
Xăn – Totn
t
Xăn, while Totn`1
t
ΩnXn –
ΩnXn. Consider now the following short exact sequence in Chn`1pAq:
0 // ΩnXn // X // Xăn // 0
Applying Totn`1
t
we get (a rotation of) the triangle in the statement.
(5) For n “ 1 the statement reduces to part (2). If n ą 1, let Y :“ ΩX P
Chn`1pAq and consider the triangle of part (4),
Totn`1
t
Y // Totn
t
Y ăn // Ωn´1Y n // ΣTotn`1
t
Y.
Notice that Y ăn “ ΩXăn´1 and Y n “ Xn´1. Hence there is a diagram,
which is commutative by inductive hypothesis, whose first line is the above
triangle while the second line is the triangle given by part (4) to which we
have applied Ω:
Totn`1
t
ΩX // Totn
t
ΩXăn´1 //
–

Ωn´1Xn´1 //
–

ΣTotn`1
t
ΩX
ΩTotn
t
X // ΩTotn´1
t
Xăn´1 // Ωn´1Xn´1 // Totn`1
t
X.
This clearly implies that Totn`1
t
ΩX – ΩTotn
t
X. 
Before proceeding further we want to show how the totalization mor-
phisms can be used to detect the exactness of a bounded complex:
Proposition 4.11. Given X P ChnpAq, Totn
t
X P Dďn´1p1qXDě0p1q. Fur-
thermore, the following are equivalent:
(1) X is an exact complex;
(2) Totk`1
t
pτďkXq “ 0 for all k ă n.
Proof. The first statement follows by induction using the above lemma. In-
deed, if n “ 1, then Tot1
t
X P A “ D♥p1q. For n ą 1, let m :“ n ´ 1, there
is a triangle ΩmXm Ñ Totn
t
X Ñ Totm
t
Xăm Ñ Ωm´1Xm and, by inductive
hypothesis, Totm
t
Xăm P Dďm´1p1q X Dě0p1q Ď Dďn´1p1q X Dě0p1q, while
ΩmXm P Dďmp1q X Děmp1q Ď Dďn´1p1q X Dě0p1q. Since aisle and co-aisle
are extension-closed, we get that Totn
t
X P Dďn´1p1q X Dě0p1q.
Let us now show the equivalence of the conditions (1) and (2); we proceed
by induction on n. Indeed, if n “ 1, then X is exact if and only if X “ 0,
if and only if Tot1
t
X – X0 “ 0. If n “ 2, X is exact if and only if d0 is an
isomorphism, if and only if Tot2
t
pXq “ fibpd0q “ 0.
For n ą 2, X is an exact complex if and only if τďn´2X and τěn´1X are
exact. Using the inductive hypothesis we get:
‚ τďn´2X is exact iff Totk`1
t
pτďkXq “ 0 for all k ă n´ 1;
‚ τěn´1X is exact iff Totn
t
pτěn´1Xq “ Totn
t
pτďn´1τěn´1Xq “ 0.
These two conditions together are clearly equivalent to (2). 
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We have constructed a commutative diagram (up to natural iso):
Ch1A
Tot1
t


Ch2A Tot2
t
,,❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳
...

D
ChnA
Totn
t
88

...
The above diagram describes an object of pPDerDiaq
NpF,∆Dq, where F pnq “
ChnA. By the universal property of pseudo-colimits, this corresponds to a
unique object in PDerDiappcolimF,Dq, that is, a morphism of derivators
Tot
pb,`q
t
: Ch
pb,`q
A
– pcolimF Ñ D.
Similarly, using Lemma 4.10, one shows that the following diagram is com-
mutative up to natural isomorphisms:
Ch
pb,`q
A
Tot
pb,`q
t

Ω

Ch
pb,`q
A
ΣTot
pb,`q
t
❲❲❲
❲
++❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲
...

D
Ch
pb,`q
A Σ
n´1Tot
pb,`q
t
;;

...
Hence, using that ChbA is a sequential pseudo-colimit of copies of Ch
pb,`q
A
,
we can uniquely extend Tot
pb,`q
t
to a morphism
Totbt : Ch
b
A Ñ D.
Proposition 4.12. Consider the above morphism Totb
t
: ChbA Ñ D. For any
I P Dia and X P ChbApIq we have the following properties:
(1) Totb
t
pΩXq – ΩTotb
t
pXq and Totb
t
pΣXq – ΣTotb
t
pXq;
(2) Totb
t
: ChbApIq Ñ DpIq short exact sequences to triangles;
(3) Totb
t
X “ 0, provided X is an exact complex.
Proof. One can check that, given pX,nq P Ch
pb,`q
A
pIq, then Totb
t
pX,nq –
Totn
t
pXq, so the statement follows by Proposition 4.11. 
4.4. The bounded realization functor. Consider the stable derivator
DbA : Cat
op Ñ CAT, such that DbApIq “ D
bpAIq is the bounded derived
category of the Abelian category AI . In the previous section we have con-
structed a morphism Totb
t
: ChbA Ñ D that sends short exact sequences to
triangles and that vanishes on exact complexes. Such a morphism factors
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uniquely through the quotient ChbA Ñ D
b
A giving us an exact (and t-exact)
morphism of derivators, called (bounded) realization functor,
realbt : D
b
A Ñ D
extending the inclusion ypAq Ñ D.
Theorem 4.13. The bounded totalization morphism Totb
t
: ChbA Ñ D factors
uniquely through the quotient ChbA Ñ D
b
A, giving rise to an exact and t-exact
morphism of derivators
realbt : D
b
A Ñ D,
such that realb
t
æypAq is naturally isomorphic to the inclusion ypAq “ D
♥
t
Ñ D.
We conclude this section about bounded realization functor showing that,
when N P Dia and so it makes sense to consider the bounded filtered prede-
rivator FbD, the above construction of realb
t
via totalization of complexes co-
incides with the realization functor constructed via the Beilinson t-structure
on FbD.
Proposition 4.14. Suppose that N P Dia. Then, given X P HB (the heart
of the Beilinson t-structure in FbD), there is a natural isomorphism
TotbtpF pX qq – hocolimZ X ,
where F : HB Ñ Ch
bpAq is the equivalence of Proposition 4.8.
Proof. We proceed by induction on ℓpX q ě ´1.
If ℓpX q “ ´1, that is, X “ 0 then the statement is trivial.
If ℓpX q “ 0, then hocolimZ X – Xa – gra´1X , where a :“ apX q while
Totb
t
pFX q – Σ´a`1pΣa´1gra´1X q – hocolimZ X (see Proposition 4.8 (1))
as desired.
If ℓpX q “ 1 then hocolimN X – Xa`1, while Tot
b
t
FX is the fiber of the
map graX Ñ Σgra´1X (see Proposition 4.8); the triangle Xap“ gra´1X q Ñ
Xa`1 Ñ graX Ñ ΣXa shows that such a fiber is exactly Xa`1.
For n ą 1, let a :“ apX q, b :“ bpX q, consider FX P ChbpAq and the
following short exact sequence in ChbpAq:
0Ñ A :“ τď´b`2FX Ñ FX Ñ B Ñ 0.
Then, there are triangles: Totb
t
AÑ Totb
t
FX Ñ Totb
t
B Ñ ΣTotb
t
A and
hocolimZF
´1AÑ hocolimZ X Ñ hocolimZF
´1B Ñ ΣhocolimZF
´1A.
Since ℓpF´1Aq ď 1 and ℓpF´1Bq ă ℓpX q, there are isomorphisms Totb
t
A –
hocolimZF
´1A and Totb
t
B – hocolimZF
´1B by inductive hypothesis. Hence
Totb
t
FX – hocolimZ X . 
Remember that t is said to be cosmashing (resp., smashing) if its aisle
is closed under products (resp., if its coaisle is closed under coproducts).
It is well-known that for a cosmashing t-structure t, the heart has exact
products, while for a smashing t-structure the heart has exact coproducts
(this can be either verified by hand or it can be deduced from Corollary 3.3
and Lemma 1.13).
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Corollary 4.15. Let tXiuiPI be a uniformly bounded family of complexes in
ChbpAq, that is, there exist b ď a P Z such that Xni “ 0 for all i P I and for
all n ă b or n ą a. The following statements hold true:
(1) if t is smashing, then realb
t
p
š
iXiq –
š
i real
b
t
Xi, where the coprod-
uct on the left-hand side is taken in DbpAq, while the one on the
right-hand side is taken in Dp1q;
(2) if t is cosmashing, then realb
t
p
ś
iXiq –
ś
i real
b
t
Xi, where the prod-
uct on the left-hand side is taken in DbpAq, while the one on the
right-hand side is taken in Dp1q.
Proof. (1) Let us start noticing that, if t is smashing, so is tB (use that each
functor of the form grn (n P Z) commutes with coproducts). Hence, coprod-
ucts are the same in HB and in F
b
Dp1q. Furthermore, since coproducts in
A are exact, the coproduct
š
iXi in Ch
bpAq also represents a coproduct in
DbpAq. Consider the equivalence F : HB Ñ Ch
bpAq. Then,
realbt
˜ž
i
Xi
¸
“ hocolimZF
´1
˜ž
i
Xi
¸
“ b˚F´1
˜ž
i
Xi
¸
“
ž
i
b˚F´1Xi “
ž
i
hocolimZF
´1Xi “
ž
i
realbtXi.
(2) is completely analogous. 
4.5. Effac¸ability of t-structures. In this last subsection we give some
classical conditions on t for realb
t
to be fully faithful.
Definition 4.16. We say that t “ pDď0,Dě0q is effac¸able provided the
following condition holds for all I P Dia:
‚ given objects X and Y in AI , n ą 0 and φ : X Ñ ΣnY in DpIq,
there is an object Z in AI and an epimorphism ψ : Z Ñ X in AI ,
such that φψ “ 0.
Dually, t is said to be co-effac¸able provided the following condition holds
for all I P Dia:
‚ given objects X and Y in AI , n ą 0 and φ : X Ñ ΣnY in DpIq,
there is an object Z in AI and a monomorphism ψ : Y Ñ Z in A,
such that Σnpψqφ “ 0.
Proposition 4.17. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) t is effac¸able;
(2) t is co-effac¸able;
(3) realb
t
is fully faithful.
If the above equivalent conditions hold true, then the essential image of realb
t
is exactly Db
t
:“
Ť
nPN D
ďn X Dě´n, so that realb
t
induces an equivalence
realbt : D
b
A
–
ÝÑ Dbt.
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (1), (2) and (3) is proved in [BBD82,
Prop. 3.1.16], see also [PV15, Thm. 3.10], where some parts of the proof are
explained in better detail. 
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5. Half-bounded realization functor
In this section we introduce the notion of left and right t-complete deri-
vator, analogously to what has been done in the setting of triangulated cate-
gories by Neeman [Nee11] and, in the setting of8-categories, by Lurie [Lur06,
Chapter 2]. We use these notions to extend the bounded realization functor
realb
t
: DbA Ñ D to the “half-bounded” realization functors
real´
t
: D´
A
Ñ pD and real`
t
: D`
A
Ñ qD,
where pD and qD are the left and right t-completion of D, respectively, while
D´
A
and D`
A
are the natural prederivators enhancing the right- and left-
bounded derived category of A, respectively. We also give sufficient condi-
tions on t for real´
t
and real`
t
to commute with co/products and to be fully
faithful.
Setting for Section 5. Fix throughout this section a category of diagrams
Dia such that N P Dia, a strong and stable derivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT, a
t-structure t “ pDď0,Dě0q on D, and let A “ D♥p1q be its heart.
5.1. Left and right t-completeness. Let us start with the following
definition:
Definition 5.1. The left t-completion pD(resp., the right t-completionqD) of D is the sub-prederivatorpD : Diaop Ñ CAT (resp., qD : Diaop Ñ CAT)
of DN
op
(resp., of DN) such that, for any I P Dia, pDpIq Ď DNoppIq (resp.,qDpIq Ď DNpIq) is the full subcategory of those objects X such that
‚ Xn P D
ě´npIq (resp., Xn P D
ďnpIq) for all n P N;
‚ the canonical map Xn Ñ Xn´1 (resp., Xn Ñ Xn`1) induces an
isomorphism pXnq
ě´n`1 Ñ Xn´1 (resp., Xn Ñ pXn`1q
ďn) in DpIq.
In what follows we are going to give conditions under which pD is a reflec-
tive localization and qD is a coreflective colocalization of D.
Lemma 5.2. The restriction holimNop : pD Ñ D (resp., hocolimN : qD Ñ D)
has a left (resp., right) adjoint tow : D Ñ pD (resp., tel : D Ñ qD).
Proof. We give a complete proof for the left completion, the argument for
the right completion is completely dual. Consider first the adjoint pair,
where pt: Nop Ñ 1 is the obvious functor,
pt˚ : D Õ DN
op
: holimNop .
In the notation of Lemma 3.7, the inclusion ιtow : D
ě0
tow Ñ D
N
op
has a left
adjoint τě0tow, so we obtain a second pair of adjoints:
τě0tow : D
Nop
Õ D
ě0
tow : ιtow.
Putting together the above two adjunctions, we obtain an adjunction
D Õ D
ě0
tow,
where the right adjoint is a restriction of the homotopy limit. It is enough
to notice that the essential image of the left adjoint is contained in pD. 
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Lemma 5.3. Let Db
t
:“
Ť
nPN D
ďn X Dě´n; the restriction tow : Db
t
Ñ pD is
fully faithful. Furthermore, consider the full sub-prederivator pDb
t
Ď pD such
that, given I P Dia, an object X P pDpIq belongs to pDb
t
pIq, if and only if
(1) X0 P D
b
t
;
(2) there exists n P N, such that Xk`1 Ñ Xk is an iso for all k ě n.
Then, pDb
t
is exactly the essential image towpDb
t
q.
Proof. It it clear that, given Y P Db
t
pIq, towpY q satisfies the conditions
(1) and (2). Furthermore, holimNop towpY q – ptowY qn – Y (for n as in
condition (2) in the statement). So the unit of the adjunction
tow : Dbt Õ
pDbt : holimNop
is a natural equivalence. To show that also the counit is an equivalence, let
X P pDb
t
pIq. Then, for n as in condition (2), holimNop X “ Xn and, clearly,
Xk “ pXnq
ě´k, for all k P N. Hence, X – tow holimNoppX q. 
By a dual argument, we can embed Db
t
as a full sub-prederivator qDb
t
of qD.
Definition 5.4. We say that t is (countably) k-cosmashing for a non-
negative integer k if, for any (countable) family tXαu of objects in D
ď0p1q,
the product
ś
Xα belongs to D
ďkp1q. Dually, t is (countably) k-smashing
if, for any (countable) family tXαu of objects in D
ě0p1q, the coproduct
š
Xα
belongs to Dě´kp1q.
In particular, a (countably) 0-cosmashing t-structure is a t-structure whose
right truncation functor commutes with (countable) products. Similarly, a
(countably) 0-smashing t-structure is a t-structure whose left truncation
functor commutes with (countable) coproducts.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that t is (countably) k-cosmashing and consider a
(countable) family tXiuiPI in Dp1q, then
(1) p
ś
I Xiq
ě´n – p
ś
I X
ě´n´k
i q
ě´n, where the product on the left is
taken in Dp1q, while the product on the right can be taken equivalently
in Dp1q or in D`p1q :“
Ť
nPN D
ě´n, since the coaisle Dě´n´k is
closed under taking products, so
ś
I X
ě´n´k
i P D
ě´n´kp1q;
(2) p
š
I Xiq
ě´n – p
š
I X
ě´n
i q
ě´n, where the coproduct on the right can
be taken in D`p1q.
Proof. For each i P I, consider the following approximation triangle
Xă´n´ki Ñ Xi Ñ X
ě´n´k
i Ñ ΣX
ă´n´k
i .
Taking the product of the above triangles, we getź
I
Xă´n´ki Ñ
ź
I
Xi Ñ
ź
I
Xě´n´ki Ñ
ź
I
ΣXă´n´ki .
Since t is k-cosmashing,
ś
I X
ă´n´k
i P D
ď´np1q, so Lemma 1.1 applies to
show that p
ś
I Xiq
ě´n – p
ś
I X
ě´n´k
i q
ě´n. The second statement is easier
and follows by the fact that p´qě´n, being a left adjoint, commutes with
coproducts (the coproduct in Dě´n is τě´n
š
, where
š
here denotes the
coproduct in Dp1q). 
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If, in the above lemma, we start with a family tXiuI in D
´p1q which is
uniformly right-bounded, that is, for which there exists n P N such that
Xěni “ 0 for all i, then its product exists in D
´p1q (in fact
ś
iXi –ś
iX
ăn
i – p
ś
iXiq
ăn P Dănp1q Ď D´p1q). Furthermore, the same argu-
ment of the lemma proves that˜ź
I
Xi
¸ě´n
–
˜ź
I
Xě´n´ki
¸ě´n
,
where the product on the right can be taken in Dbp1q. Similarly,˜ž
I
Xi
¸ě´n
–
˜ž
I
Xě´ni
¸ě´n
.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that t is (countably) k-(co)smashing for some k P N
and let I P Dia, then tI has the same property.
Proof. Given a (countable) family tXαu of objects in D
ď0pIq, consider the
product X :“
ś
Xα in DpIq. Then, X belongs to D
ďkpIq if and only if
i˚pX q P Dďkp1q for all i P I, but this is true since i˚ p
ś
Xαq “
ś
i˚pXαq P
D
ďkp1q since t is (countably) k-cosmashing (here we used that, since i˚ is
both a left and a right adjoint, it commutes with products and coproducts).
A similar argument can be used in the smashing case. 
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that t is countably k-cosmashing for some k P N and
let X P pDp1q; for any n P N, there is a triangle
Kn // holimNop X // Xn // Kn
with Kn P D
ď´n´1p1q.
Proof. Given n1 ď n2 P N, denote by dn1,n2 : Xn2 Ñ Xn1 the map in the
underlying diagram of X . Notice that, for any n P N, there is a natural
morphism
πn : holimNop X Ñ Xn,
obtained applying the functor n˚ to the counit pt˚
Nop
holimNop X Ñ X
and, by construction, πn1 “ dn1,n2πn2 . Now, given n P N, we apply the
octahedral axiom to the composition πn “ dn,n`k`1πn`k`1, obtaining the
following diagram whose rows and columns are all triangles:
pXn`k`1q
ď´n´1

pXn`k`1q
ď´n´1

holimNop X // Xn`k`1 //

ΣKn`k`1

// ΣholimNop X
holimNop X // Xn

// ΣKn

// ΣholimNop X
ΣpXn`k`1q
ď´n´1 ΣpXn`k`1q
ď´n´1
To conclude we should prove thatKn P D
ď´n´1p1q and, for that, it is enough
to verify that Kn`k`1 P D
ď´n´1p1q. Consider now the obvious inclusion
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ιn`k`1 : pn` k` 1q
op Ñ Nop, let Xpďn`k`1q :“ pιn`k`1q˚pιn`k`1q
˚X , con-
sider the unit ΦX : X Ñ Xpďn`k`1q and complete it to a triangle in DpN
opq:
K Ñ X Ñ Xpďn`k`1q Ñ ΣK
Applying holimNop we get the following triangle
holimNop K Ñ X Ñ Xn`k`1 Ñ ΣholimNop K ,
in fact, pXpďn`k`1qqh “ Xh provided h ď n ` k, while pXpďn`k`1qqh “
Xn`k`1, if h ě n`k`1. We obtain an isomorphism holimNop K – Kn`k`1,
from which we deduce that there is a triangle of the form:
Kn`k`1 Ñ
ź
hPN
Kh Ñ
ź
hPN
Kh Ñ ΣKn`k`1
Furthermore, for any h P N, there is a distinguished triangle Kh Ñ Xh Ñ
pXpďn`k`1qqh Ñ Kh, so that Kh “ 0 if h ď n`k`1, and Kh – X
ď´n´k´2
h
otherwise. Since t is countably k-cosmashing,
ś
hPN Kh P D
ď´n´2pIq and
so Kn`k`1 P D
ď´n´1p1q, as desired. 
Theorem 5.8. If t is countably k-cosmashing for some k P N, then pD is
a reflective localization of D and so it is itself a pointed, strong derivator.
Furthermore, under these hypotheses, pD is stable and, lettingpDď0p1q :“ tX P pDp1q : Xn P Dď0p1q, @n P Nu andpDě0p1q :“ tX P pDp1q : Xn P Dě0p1q, @n P Nu,pt :“ ppDď0p1q, pDě0p1qq is a t-structure on pDp1q.
Proof. Denote by ε : tow ˝ holimNop Ñ idpD the counit of the adjunction
ptow,holimNopq. Given I P Dia, we have to show that εI is a natural isomor-
phism. Indeed, given X P pDpIq and εX : towpholimNop X q Ñ X , we have
to check that n˚pεX q is an isomorphism for all n P N, that is, the natural
map πn : holimNop X Ñ Xn induces an isomorphism pholimNop X q
ě´n Ñ
Xn, which is clear by Lemma 5.7.
Denote by pΣ,Ωq (resp., ppΣ, pΩq, pΣNop ,ΩNopq) the suspension-loop ad-
junction in Dp1q (resp., pDp1q, DpNopq). To show that pD is stable we have
to show that pΩ is an equivalence and we know, by Lemma 1.14, that it is
fully faithful. Let σ : Nop Ñ Nop be the map n ÞÑ n ` 1; we claim that
σ˚ΣNopX P pDp1q and pΩσ˚ΣNopX – X . In fact,pΩσ˚ΣNopX – tow Ω holimNop σ˚ΣNopX
– tow Ω holimNop ΣNopX
– tow ΩΣ holimNop X
– tow holimNop X
– X .
where holimNop σ
˚ – holimNop by the dual of [Gro13, Prop. 1.24], using that
σ is a left adjoint, while holimNop ΣNop – Σ holimNop since left exact (e.g.,
right adjoint) morphisms of pointed derivators commute with suspensions.
Finally, it is clear that pDď0p1q is extension closed and that, given X PpDď0p1q and n P N, n˚pΣX “ n˚σ˚ΣNopX “ pn ` 1q˚ΣNopX “ ΣXn`1 P
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D
ď´1p1q Ď Dď0p1q, so pΣpDď0p1q Ď pDď0p1q. Furthermore, let X P pDď0p1q
and Y P pDě1p1q, thenpDp1qpX ,Y q “ DpNopqpX ,Y q
“ Dp1qN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q
“ 0
where the second equality holds by Lemma 3.6. Let now X P pDp1q. Notice
that the object X ě1 :“ 0˚pX0q
ě1 P DpNopq still belongs to pDp1q and it has
a canonical morphism X Ñ X ě1 (just compose the unit X Ñ 0˚X0 with
the image under 0˚ of the morphism X0 Ñ X
ě1
0 ); we are finished if we can
prove that the fiber of this morphism is in pDď0p1q, but this is clear since,
for any n P N, pXnq
ě1 – pX0q
ě1. 
Definition 5.9. In the notation of Proposition 5.2, we say that D is left
t-complete if the adjunction
tow : D Õ pD : holimNop
is an equivalence. Dually, D is right t-complete if the adjunction
hocolimN : qD Õ D : tel
is an equivalence.
Notice that the above definition is slightly stronger than that given by
Neeman in [Nee11], in that Neeman requires the unit idDp1q Ñ holimNop tow
to be an iso, but does not include that the corresponding counit is an
iso in the definition of left-completeness. Furthermore, in case t is count-
ably k-cosmashing for some k P N, so that pD is stable, then tow : D ÕpD : holimNop is t-exact, that is, towpDď0q Ď pDď0, towpDě0q Ď pDě0 and so,
whenever t is also a left-complete, we can deduce: holimNopppDď0q Ď Dď0
and holimNopppDě0q Ď Dě0. Dual observations can be done about right-
completeness.
Proposition 5.10. Given k P N, suppose t is countably k-cosmashing. The
following are equivalent:
(1) D is left t-complete;
(2) t is left non-degenerate.
Proof. We prove first that (1) implies (2). Indeed, if t is left complete, then
any object X P Dp1q fits into a triangle X Ñ
ś
nPNX
ě´n Ñ
ś
nPNX
ě´n Ñ
ΣX. Furthermore, given X P
Ş
nPN D
ď´np1q, clearly Xě´n “ 0 for all n P N
and so, by the above triangle, also X “ 0.
To show that (2) implies (1), denote by η : idDp1q Ñ holimNop tow the unit
of the adjunction ptow,holimNopq, consider X P Dp1q and let us show that
ηX : X Ñ holimNopptowpXqq is an isomorphism. We have already proved
that towpηXq is an isomorphism, so that ηX induces isomorphisms X
ě´n Ñ
pholimNopptowpXqqq
ě´n for all n P N. Thus, if we complete ηX to a triangle
K Ñ X Ñ holimNopptowpXqq Ñ ΣK,
we get that Kě´n “ 0, for all n P N. As a consequence, K P
Ş
nPN D
ď´np1q,
so K “ 0 by (2). 
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5.2. The half-bounded filtered prederivators. Let us start with the
following definition:
Definition 5.11. Given i, j P N, consider the following functors:
pi,Zq : 1ˆ Z Ñ Nop ˆ Z pj,Zq : 1ˆ Z Ñ Nˆ Z
p0, nq ÞÑ pj, nq p0, nq ÞÑ pj, nq.
(Notice that we are using the same notation for different functors, but the
meaning of this notation will always be clear from the context). Given
X P DN
opˆZpIq and Y P DNˆZpIq, we let Xpi,Zq :“ pi,Zq
˚X P DZpIq
and Ypj,Zq :“ pj,Zq
˚Y P DZpIq. We define the right-bounded (resp.,
left-bounded) filtered prederivator
F
´
D : Diaop Ñ CAT presp., F`D : Diaop Ñ CATq
as a full sub-prederivator of DN
opˆZ (resp., of DNˆZ) such that, given I P
Dia, F´DpIq (resp., F`DpIq) is the full category spanned by those X such
that, for any i P N, the object Xpi,Zq belongs to F
b
DpIq.
As for FbD, in general, F´D and F`D are not derivators but, for any
I P Dia, F´DpIq and F`D are full triangulated subcategories of DN
opˆZpIq
and DNˆZpIq, respectively. In particular, it makes sense to consider triangles
and to speak about t-structures in F´DpIq and F`DpIq, for some I P Dia.
Corollary 5.12. Given I P Dia, the functor diaNop : D
NopˆZpIq Ñ pDZpIqqN
op
induces a functor
diaNop : F
´
DpIq Ñ pFbDpIqqN
op
which is full and essentially surjective. Furthermore, given X , Y P F´DpIq,
the diagram functor induces an isomorphism
F
´
DpIqpX ,Y q – FbDpIqN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q
provided FbDpIqpΣXpi`1,Zq,Ypi,Zqq “ 0 for all i P N.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.6 to the shifted stable derivator DZ, one can see
that the functor diaNop : D
NopˆZpIq “ pDZqN
op
pIq Ñ DZpIqN
op
is full and
essentially surjective. Furthermore, the essentially image of the restriction
of diaNop to F
´
DpIq is, by construction, exactly pFbDpIqqN
op
. This proves
the first part of the statement.
To verify the second part, let X , Y P F´DpIq Ď DN
opˆZpIq, then, again
by Lemma 3.6, the diagram functor induces an isomorphism
F
´
DpIqpX ,Y q “ DN
opˆZpIqpX ,Y q
– DZpIqN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q
“ pFbDpIqqN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q
if FbDpIqpΣXpi`1,Zq,Ypi,Zqq “ D
ZpIqpΣXpi`1,Zq,Ypi,Zqq “ 0 for all i P N. 
Proposition 5.13. Consider the following two classes of objects in F´Dp1q:
F
´
D
ď0p1q “ tX P F´Dp1q : Xpi,Zq P F
b
D
ď0p1q, @i P Nu,
F
´
D
ě0p1q “ tX P F´Dp1q : Xpi,Zq P F
b
D
ě0p1q, @i P Nu.
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Then t´B :“ pF
´
D
ď0p1q,F´Dě0p1qq is a t-structure on F´Dp1q whose heart
is equivalent to ChbpAqN
op
.
Proof. Let us verify the axioms of a t-structure for t´B . Indeed, the classes
F
´
D
ď0p1q and F´Dě0p1q have the desired closure properties since all the
pi,Zq˚ are triangulated functors, and since FbDď0p1q and FbDě0p1q are an
aisle and a coaisle, respectively. Furthermore, given X P F´Dď0p1q and
Y P F´Dě1p1q, then, by Corollary 5.12,
F
´
DpIqpX ,Y q “ FbDpIqN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q,
in fact, FbDpIqpΣXpi`1,Zq,Ypi,Zqq “ 0 for all i P N, since ΣXpi`1,Zq P F
b
D
ď´1
and Ypi,Zq P F
b
D
ě1. Furthermore,
F
b
DpIqN
op
pdiaNopX ,diaNopY q Ď
ź
iPN
F
b
DpIqpXpi,Zq,Ypi,Zqq “ 0,
since Xpi,Zq P F
b
D
ď0 and Ypi,Zq P F
b
D
ě1. This shows that F´Dď0p1q is left
orthogonal to F´Dě1p1q. Let now Z P F´DpIq and consider diaNopZ P
F
b
DpIqN
op
. Then, there is a map φ : X Ñ diaNopZ in F
b
DpIqN
op
such that,
for any i P N, φi : Xpiq Ñ Zpi,Zq is the left t
b
B truncation of Zpi,Zq in F
b
DpIq.
By Corollary 5.12, there is a morphism Φ: X Ñ Z such that diaNoppΦq “ φ.
It is now easy to show that the following diagram, obtained by completing
Φ to a triangle:
X
Φ
ÝÑ Z Ñ Y Ñ ΣX ,
is a truncation triangle of Z with respect to t´B. This shows that t
´
B is a
t-structure.
To conclude we should verify that F´Dď0p1q X F´Dě0p1q – ChbpAqN
op
.
By Proposition 4.8, FbDď0p1q X FbDě0p1q – ChbpAq, so clearly the functor
diaNop induces an essentially surjective and full functor
F
´
D
ď0p1q X F´Dě0p1q Ñ ChbpAqN
op
.
To show that this functor is faithful notice that, given X , Y P F´Dď0p1qX
F
´
D
ě0p1q, then ΣXpi`1,Zq P F
b
D
ď´1 and Ypi,Zq P F
b
D
ě0, so that
F
b
Dp1qpΣXpi`1,Zq,Ypi,Zqq “ 0
for all i P N, showing that faithfulness follows by Corollary 5.12. 
The above corollary and proposition can be easily dualized to obtain
analogous results for F`D.
Definition 5.14. The t-structure t´B :“ pF
´
D
ď0,F´Dě0q on F´D (resp.,
t
`
B :“ pF
`
D
ď0
,F`D
ě0
q on F`D) described in the above proposition is said
to be the right-bounded (resp., left-bounded) Beilinson t-structure
induced by t.
5.3. The half-bounded totalization functors. Consider the full sub-
precategory TowA of pCh
`
A
qN
op
where, for any I P Dia, TowApIq is spanned
by those X : Nop Ñ Ch`pAIq such that Xpnq P Chě´npAIq, for any n P N.
Notice that, without specific hypotheses on A, we do now have a model
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category on TowpAIq (like in Subsection 2.3). On the other hand, we can
still consider the following adjunction of prederivators
tow : ChA Õ TowA : lim
Nop
.
If we start with a bounded above complex X P Ch´pAIq, then the associated
tower towpXq actually belongs to pChbpAIqqN
op
. Hence, letting Tow´
A
pIq :“
pChbApIqq
Nop X TowApIq, we can restrict the above adjunction:
tow´ : Ch´
A
Õ Tow´
A
: lim
Nop
.
Dually, we obtain an adjunction
colimN : Tel
`
A
Õ Ch`
A
: tel`.
Theorem 5.15. Let t´B “ pF
´
D
ď0,F´Dě0q and t`B “ pF
`
D
ď0
,F`D
ě0
q be
the half-bounded Beilinson t-structures on F´D and F`D, respectively. Con-
sider the following morphisms of prederivators:
Tot´
t
: Ch´
A
tow´
// pChbAq
N
op
Ď F´D Ď DN
opˆZ hocolimZ // DN
op
.
Tot`
t
: Ch`
A
tel`
// pChbAq
N Ď F`D Ď DNˆZ
hocolimZ
// D
N.
where the inclusions pChbAq
N
op
Ď F´D and pChbAq
N Ď F`D are possible
because pChbAq
Nop and pChbAq
N are equivalent to the heart of t´B and t
`
B,
respectively, by Theorem 4.5. Then the following statements hold:
(1) Tot´
t
takes values in pD Ď DNop , while Tot`
t
takes values in qD Ď DN;
(2) given a quasi-isomorphism φ in Ch´pAIq (resp., Ch`pAIq) for some
I P Dia, then Tot´
t
φ (resp., Tot`
t
φ) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We prove our statements just in the right-bounded case since the
left-bounded case is completely dual.
(1) Let I P Dia and X P Ch´pAIq. Given n P N,
phocolimZ tow
´Xqn – hocolimZptow
´Xqn – hocolimZpτ
ě´nXq,
by [Gro13, Prop. 2.6]. Hence, the underlying diagram of Tot´
t
X is given by
Totb
t
τě0X Ð Totb
t
τě´1X Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð Totb
t
τě´nX Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
so that Tot´
t
X P pDpIq by the already verified properties of Totb
t
.
(2) Let I P Dia and φ : X Ñ Y be a quasi-isomorphism in Ch´pAIq. We
have to verify that phocolimZ tow
´φqn is an isomorphism for any n P N.
By [Gro13, Prop. 2.6],
phocolimZ tow
´φqn – hocolimZptow
´φqn – hocolimZ τ
ě´nφ.
To conclude recall that we know by Proposition 4.14 that hocolimZ τ
ě´nφ “
Totb
t
pτě´nφq, which is an iso since τě´nφ is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Suppose now that the Abelian category A has enough injectives and it
is (Ab.4˚)-k for some k P N. Then, we have seen in Subsection 2.3 that is
makes sense to consider the prederivator DA where, for any I P Dia,
DApIq “ DpA
Iq “ ChpAIqrW´1I s
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where WI is the class of quasi-isomorphisms in ChpA
Iq. Consider now the
following sub-prederivator D´
A
Ď DA
D´
A
: Diaop Ñ CAT
such that D´
A
pIq is spanned by those complexes X such that HnpXq “ 0 for
all n ąą 0. One can prove that, for any I P Dia,
D´
A
pIq “ D´pAIq “ Ch´pAIqrpW´I q
´1s
where W´I is the class of quasi-isomorphisms in Ch
´pAIq (for this see, for
example, [Sta18, Tag 05RW]). Hence, a consequence of Theorem 5.15 is that
the corestriction Tot´
t
: Ch´
A
Ñ pD factors uniquely through the quotient
Ch´
A
Ñ D´
A
, giving rise to a morphism of prederivators
real´
t
: D´
A
Ñ pD.
Applying a dual argument to the case when A has enough projectives and
it is (Ab.4)-k for some k P N, we obtain the following morphism of prederi-
vators
real`
t
: D`
A
Ñ pD.
To conclude this subsection let us explain how the half-bounded realiza-
tion functors can be considered as extensions of the bounded realization
functor. Indeed, in the situation of Theorem 5.15, consider the following
restrictions to bounded complexes
Tot´
t
: ChbA
tow´
// pChbAq
N
op
Ď F´D Ď DN
opˆZ hocolimZ // pD.
Tot`
t
: ChbA
tel`
// pChbAq
N Ď F`D Ď DNˆZ
hocolimZ
// qD.
It is not difficult to show that these restrictions of Tot´
t
and Tot`
t
take values
in pDb
t
– Db
t
and qDb
t
– Db
t
, respectively (see Lemma 5.3). Identifying Db
t
withpDb
t
(resp., qDb
t
), one can show that the restriction of Tot´
t
(resp., Tot`
t
) to
bounded complexes is conjugated to Totb
t
.
5.4. Conditions on real´
t
and real`
t
to be fully faithful. We have
seen in the the previous subsection that, whenever the heart A has enough
injectives and it is (Ab.4˚)-k for some k P N, then we can construct a
suitable morphism of prederivators real´
t
: D´
A
Ñ pD so, composing it with
holimNop : pD Ñ D we get a morphism of prederivators D´A Ñ D. In the
following proposition we give some general conditions to make this morphism
fully faithful.
Proposition 5.16. Suppose that t satisfies the following conditions:
(1) t is (co)effac¸able;
(2) t is left non-degenerate;
(3) t is k-cosmashing for some k P N;
(4) t is (0-)smashing;
(5) the heart A of t has enough injectives.
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Then, there is an exact and fully faithful morphism of prederivators
real´
t
: D´
A
Ñ D
that commutes with products and coproducts of uniformly right-bounded fam-
ilies of objects. Furthermore, the essential image of real´
t
is D´ :“
Ť
nPN D
ďn.
Proof. With the properties we have already verified, it is not difficult to
show that, essentially by construction, for any n P N, there is a commutative
diagram as follows:
D´pAq
real´
t
//
τě´n

Dp1q
τě´n

DbpAq –
realb
t
// D
bp1q
where the truncation on the left is the truncation with respect to tA, while
the truncation on the right is taken with respect to t. Suppose now that we
have a uniformly right-bounded family tXiuI Ď D
´pAq. We are going to
prove that
real´
t
ź
I
Xi –
ź
I
real´
t
Xi and real
´
t
ž
I
Xi –
ž
I
real´
t
Xi.
We start with products. Since, by (the dual of) Proposition 5.10, we know
that the hypotheses (2) and (3) on t imply that tow : D Õ pD : holimNop is an
equivalence, it is enough to show that τě´nreal´
t
ś
I Xi – τ
ě´n
ś
I real
´
t
Xi,
for all n:
τě´nreal´
t
ź
I
Xi – real
b
tτ
ě´n
ź
I
Xi constr. of real
´
t
;
– realbtτ
ě´n
ź
I
τě´n´kXi Lem.5.5;
– τě´nrealbt
ź
I
τě´n´kXi real
b
t is t-exact;
– τě´n
ź
I
realbtτ
ě´n´kXi real
b
t comm. with
ź
;
– τě´n
ź
I
τě´n´kreal´
t
Xi constr. of real
´
t
;
– τě´n
ź
I
real´
t
Xi Lem.5.5.
Similarly, for coproducts, we have that
τě´nreal´
t
ž
I
Xi – real
b
tτ
ě´n
ž
I
Xi constr. of real
´
t
;
– realbtτ
ě´n
ž
I
τě´nXi Lem.5.5;
– τě´n
ž
I
realbtτ
ě´nXi real
b
t comm. with
ž
;
– τě´n
ž
I
real´
t
Xi constr. of real
´
t
and Lem.5.5.
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We have already mentioned that real´
t
is an exact morphism triangulated
pre-derivators and that real´
t
æDerb
A
– realb
t
is an equivalence DerbA Ñ D
b.
Furthermore, by the above discussion, real´
t
commutes with products and
coproducts of uniformly right-bounded families of objects. We can now
prove that real´
t
is fully faithful: given X and Y P Der´pAq, there is a
triangle
Y Ñ
ź
N
Yn Ñ
ź
N
Yn Ñ ΣY,
where tYnuN Ď Der
bpAq and this family is uniformly right-bounded (to find
this sequence use the equivalence tow : DerpAq Ô yDerpAq : holimNop).
Then, there is a commutative diagram with exact columns
...

...
ś
N
DerpAqpΣX,Ynq //

ś
N
Dp1qpΣreal´
t
X, realb
t
Ynq
ś
N
DerpAqpΣX,Ynq //

ś
N
Dp1qpΣreal´
t
X, realbtYnq

DerpAqpX,Y q //

Dp1qpreal´
t
X, real´
t
Y q
ś
N
DerpAqpX,Ynq //

ś
N
Dp1qpreal´
t
X, realb
t
Ynq
ś
N
DerpAqpX,Ynq //

ś
N
Dp1qpreal´
t
X, realb
t
Ynq

...
...
So we are reduced to verify that DerpAqpΣX,Ynq Ñ Dp1qpΣreal
´
t
X, realb
t
Ynq
and DerpAqpX,Ynq Ñ Dp1qpreal
´
t
X, realb
t
Ynq are isomorphisms. But in fact,
this is true because, if Yn P Der
ě´npAq, then we have the following natural
isomorphisms
‚ DerpAqpΣX,Ynq – DerpAqpΣτ
ě´n`1X,Ynq;
‚ DerpAqpX,Ynq – DerpAqpτ
ě´nX,Ynq;
‚ Dp1qpΣreal´
t
X, realb
t
Ynq – Dp1qpΣreal
b
t
τě´n`1X, realb
t
Ynq;
‚ Dp1qpreal´
t
X, realbtYnq – Dp1qpreal
b
tτ
ě´nX, realbtYnq.
Hence, the desired isomorphisms follow by the exactness and full faithfulness
of realb
t
. 
Of course, a dual statement gives conditions on real`
t
: D`
A
Ñ D to be
fully faithful.
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6. The unbounded realization functor
In this section we introduce the notion of two-sided t-complete deriva-
tor and we use this notion to extend the half-bounded realization functors
real´
t
: D´
A
Ñ pD and real`
t
: D`
A
Ñ qD, to the unbounded realization functor
realt : DA Ñ D
˛,
where D˛ is the two-sided t-completion of D. When t is smashing, k-
cosmashing for some k P N, non-degenerate (left and right) and (co)effac¸able,
then we can show that realt commutes with products and coproducts, and
it is fully faithful.
Setting for Section 6. Fix throughout this section a category of diagrams
Dia such that N P Dia, a strong and stable derivator D : Diaop Ñ CAT, a
t-structure t “ pDď0,Dě0q on D, and let A “ D♥p1q be its heart.
6.1. Bicomplete t-structures. Let us start with the following definition
that, somehow, puts together the notion of left and right completion of
Definition 5.1:
Definition 6.1. We define the t-bicompletion D˛ of D to be the sub-
prederivator
D
˛ : Diaop Ñ CAT
of DN
opˆN such that, for any I P Cat, D˛pIq Ď DN
opˆNpIq is the full subcat-
egory of those objects X P D˛pIq such that, for all n, m P N,
(1) Xn,m P D
ě´npIq;
(2) Xn,m P D
ďmpIq;
(3) the map Xn,m Ñ Xn´1,m induces an iso pXn,mq
ě´n`1 Ñ Xn´1,m;
(4) the map Xn,m Ñ Xn,m`1 induces an iso Xn,m Ñ pXn,m`1q
ďm.
Suppose now that t “ pDď0,Dě0q is a countably k-smashing and count-
ably k-cosmashing t-structure. Hence, both the left t-completion pD and the
right t-completion qD are stable derivators, each endowed with a natural t-
structure, which is again countably k-smashing and countably k-cosmashing.
Hence, it actually makes sense to consider the stable derivator
qpD, the rightpt-completion of the left t-completion, and pqD, the left qt-completion of the
right t-completion. It is not difficult to check that
pqD – D˛ – qpD.
Proposition 6.2. If t “ pDď0,Dě0q is a countably k-smashing and count-
ably k-cosmashing t-structure for some k P N, the following diagram com-
mutes up to a natural transformation:pD
telpt
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
D
towt
88rrrrrrrrrrrrr
telt
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
D
˛
qD towqt
88qqqqqqqqqqqqq
Furthermore, if t is non-degenerate, then the composition towqttelt – telpttowt
induces an equivalence of derivators D – D˛.
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Proof. The proof boils down to the usual fact that left and right trunca-
tions with respect to a given t-structure commute with each other. For the
equivalence D – D˛ use Proposition 5.10 and its dual. 
6.2. The (unbounded) filtered prederivator FD. Let us start with
the following definition:
Definition 6.3. Given i P N, let pi,Nop,Zq : 1 ˆ Nop ˆ Z Ñ N ˆ Nop ˆ Z
be the inclusion such that p0, n,mq ÞÑ pi, n,mq. Given X P DNˆN
opˆZpIq
we let Xpi,Nop,Zq :“ pi,N
op,Zq˚X P DN
opˆZpIq. We define the unbounded
filtered prederivator
FD : Diaop Ñ CAT,
as a full sub-prederivator of DNˆN
opˆZ such that, given I P Dia, FDpIq is
the full subcategory of DNˆN
opˆZpIq spanned by those X such that, for any
i P N, the object Xpi,Nop,Zq belongs to F
´
DpIq.
As for FbD, F´D, and F`D, in general, FD is not a derivator but, for any
I P Dia, FDpIq is a full triangulated subcategory of DNˆN
opˆZpIq. In partic-
ular, it makes sense to consider triangles and to speak about t-structures in
FDpIq for some I P Dia.
Corollary 6.4. Given I P Dia, diaN : D
NˆNopˆZpIq Ñ pDN
opˆZpIqqN induces
a functor
diaN : FDpIq Ñ pF
´
DpIqqN
which is full and essentially surjective. Furthermore, given X , Y P FDpIq,
the diagram functor induces an isomorphism
FDpIqpX ,Y q – F´DpIqNpdiaNX ,diaNY q
provided F´DpIqpΣXpi,Nop ,Zq,Ypi`1,Nop,Zqq “ 0 for all i P N.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.6 to the shifted stable derivator DN
opˆZ, one can
see that the functor diaN : D
NˆNopˆZpIq “ pDN
opˆZqNpIq Ñ DN
opˆZpIqN is
full and essentially surjective. Furthermore, the essentially image of the
restriction of diaN to FDpIq is, by construction, exactly pF
´
DpIqqN. This
proves the first part of the statement.
To verify the second part, let X , Y P FDpIq Ď DNˆN
opˆZpIq, then, again
by Lemma 3.6, the diagram functor induces an isomorphism
FDpIqpX ,Y q “ DNˆN
opˆZpIqpX ,Y q
– DN
opˆZpIqNpdiaNX ,diaNY q
“ pF´DpIqqNpdiaNX ,diaNY q
if F´DpIqpΣXpi,Nop,Zq,Ypi`1,Nop,Zqq “ D
NopˆZpIqpΣXpi,Nop,Zq,Ypi`1,Nop,Zqq “
0 for all i P N. 
Proposition 6.5. Consider the following two classes of objects in FDp1q:
FD
ď0p1q “ tX P FDp1q : Xpi,Nop,Zq P F
´
D
ď0p1q, @i P Nu,
FD
ě0p1q “ tX P FDp1q : Xpi,Nop,Zq P F
´
D
ě0p1q, @i P Nu.
Then tB :“ pFD
ď0p1q,FDě0p1qq is a t-structure on FDp1q whose heart is
equivalent to ChbpAqNˆN
op
.
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Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Proposition 4.5, just
using Corollary 6.4 instead of Corollary 5.12. 
Definition 6.6. The t-structure tB :“ pFD
ď0,FDě0q on FD described in
the above proposition is said to be the unbounded Beilinson t-structure
induced by t.
6.3. The unbounded realization functor.
Theorem 6.7. Let tB “ pFD
ď0,FDě0q be the Beilinson t-structure in FD
induced by t. Define a morphism of prederivators
Tott : ChA
xtel tow
// pChbAq
NˆNop Ď FD Ď DNˆN
opˆZ hocolimZ // DNˆN
op
.
Then the following statements hold true:
(1) Tott takes values in D
˛;
(2) given a quasi-iso φ in ChpAIq for some I P Cat, Tottφ is an iso.
Proof. (1) Let I P Cat and X P ChpAIq. By [Gro13, Prop. 2.6], for any
pn,mq P Nˆ Nop,
phocolimZxtel towXqpn,mq – hocolimZpxtel towXqpn,mq
– hocolimZpτ
ě´mτďnXq,
That is, the underlying diagram of TottX is given by
Totb
t
τě0τď0X // Totb
t
τě0τď1X // Totb
t
τě0τď2X // ¨ ¨ ¨
Totb
t
τě´1τď0X
OO
// Totb
t
τě´1τď1X //
OO
Totb
t
τě´1τď2X //
OO
¨ ¨ ¨
Totb
t
τě´2τď0X
OO
// Totb
t
τě´2τď1X //
OO
Totb
t
τě´2τď2X //
OO
¨ ¨ ¨
...
OO
...
OO
...
OO
so that TottX P D
˛pIq by the already verified properties of Totb
t
.
(2) Let I P Cat and φ : X Ñ Y be a quasi-isomorphism in ChpAIq.
We have to verify that phocolimZxtel towφqpn,mq is an isomorphism for any
pn,mq P Nˆ Nop. By [Gro13, Proposition 2.6],
phocolimZxtel towφqpn,mq – hocolimZpxtel towφqpn,mq – hocolimZ τě´mτďnφ.
To conclude recall that we know by Proposition 4.14 that
hocolimZ τ
ě´mτďnφ “ Totbtpτ
ě´mτďnφq,
which is an iso since τě´mτďnφ is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Suppose now that the Abelian category A has enough injectives and it
is (Ab.4˚)-k for some k P N or, alternatively, that the Abelian category A
has enough projectives and it is (Ab.4)-k. In both cases, we have seen in
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Subsection 2.3 that it makes sense to consider the prederivator DA where,
for any I P Dia,
DApIq “ DpA
Iq “ ChpAIqrW´1I s
where WI is the class of quasi-isomorphisms in ChpA
Iq. Hence, a conse-
quence of Theorem 6.7 is that the corestriction Tott : ChA Ñ D
˛ factors
uniquely through the quotient ChA Ñ DA, giving rise to a morphism of
prederivators
realt : DA Ñ D
˛.
6.4. Conditions on realt to be fully faithful. We have seen in the
the previous subsection that, under suitable hypotheses on A, we can con-
struct a morphism of prederivators realt : DA Ñ D
˛ so, composing with
holimNop hocolimN : D
˛ Ñ pD Ñ D we get a morphism of prederivators
DA Ñ D. In the following proposition we give some general conditions
to make this morphism fully faithful:
Theorem 6.8. Suppose that t satisfies the following conditions:
(1) t is (co)effac¸able;
(2) t is non-degenerate (right and left);
(3) t is k-cosmashing for some k P N;
(4) t is (0-)smashing;
(5) the heart A of t has enough injectives.
Then, realt : DA Ñ D commutes with products and coproducts, and it is fully
faithful. Dually, realt : DA Ñ D commutes with products and coproducts,
and it is fully faithful provided the following hypotheses hold:
(1’) t is (co)effac¸able;
(2’) t is non-degenerate (right and left);
(3’) t is k-smashing for some k P N;
(4’) t is (0-)cosmashing;
(5’) the heart A of t has enough projectives.
Proof. We give an argument just for the first half of the statement since the
proof of the rest is completely dual. Consider the functor realt : DpAq Ñ
Dp1q and remember that, essentially by construction, for all n P N, there is
a commutative diagram as follows:
DpAq
realt
//
τďn

Dp1q
τďn

D´pAq –
real´
t
// D
´p1q
where the truncation on the left is taken with respect to tA, while the
truncation on the right is done with respect to t. Suppose that we have a
family tXiuI Ď DpAq. We are going to prove that
realt
ź
I
Xi –
ź
I
realtXi and realt
ž
I
Xi –
ž
I
realtXi.
We start with products. Since we already know that tel : D Ô qD : hocolimN
is an equivalence, it is enough to show that τďnrealt
ś
I Xi – τ
ďn
ś
I realtXi,
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for all n:
τďnrealt
ź
I
Xi – real
´
t
τďn
ź
I
Xi constr. of real
´
t
;
– real´
t
τďn
ź
I
τďnXi Lem.5.5;
– τďn
ź
I
real´
t
τďnXi previous section;
– τďn
ź
I
τďnrealtXi constr. of realt;
– τďn
ź
I
realtXi Lem.5.5.
Similarly, for coproducts, we have that
τďnrealt
ž
I
Xi – real
´
t
τďn
ž
I
Xi constr. of real
´
t
;
– real´
t
τďn
ž
I
τďn`kXi Lem.5.5;
– τďnreal´
t
ž
I
τďn`kXi real
´
t
is t-exact;
– τďn
ž
I
real´
t
τďn`kXi previous section;
– τďn
ž
I
realtXi constr. of real
´
t
and Lem.5.5.
One concludes that, under our hypotheses, realt is fully faithful using a
technique similar to (the dual of) the argument in the proof of Theorem
5.16. 
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7. Applications to co/tilting equivalences
In this final section we list some applications of the general constructions
developed in the rest of the paper to co/tilting equivalence. In this way we
recover some important results from [Ric91, Sˇtˇo14, NSZ15, PV15]. Let us
start recalling some definitions from [NSZ15, PV15]:
Definition 7.1. A set S in a triangulated category D is said to be
‚ silting if pSKą0 ,SKă0q is a t-structure in D and S Ď SKą0;
‚ cosilting if pKă0S,Ką0Sq is a t-structure in D and S Ď Ką0S;
‚ tilting if it is silting and AddpSq Ď SK‰0;
‚ cotilting if it is cosilting and ProdpSq Ď K‰0S;
‚ classical tilting if it is tilting and any S P S is compact.
We collect in the following lemma some basic properties of co/tilting
objects from [NSZ15, PV15]:
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that D has products and coproducts, and let S Ď D
be a set. Then,
(1) if S is tilting, the associated t-structure is (co)effac¸able, cosmashing,
non-degenerate and S is a set of generators of D. Furthermore,
products are exact in the heart and S is a set of projective generators
of the heart;
(2) if S is cotilting, the associated t-structure is (co)effac¸able, smashing,
non-degenerate and S is a set of cogenerators of D. Furthermore,
coproducts are exact in the heart and S is a set of injective cogener-
ators of the heart;
(3) if S is a classical tilting set, then the associated t-structure is smash-
ing and its heart is equivalent to a category of modules over a ring
with enough idempotents. If, furthermore, S “ tSu consists of a
single object, then the heart is equivalent to ModpEndDpSqq.
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) follow by [PV15, Prop. 4.3, Lem. 4.5 and Prop. 5.1].
Part (3) follows by [NSZ15, Coro. 4.3]. 
We will apply the following consequence of Brown representability to
prove the essential surjectivity of realt in several cases:
Lemma 7.3. Let D be a triangulated category with coproducts and with a set
of compact generators S. Then D satisfies the principle of infinite de´vissage
with respect to S.
Proof. Consider the inclusion L : LocpSq Ñ D and notice that this has a
right adjoint R : D Ñ LocpSq by Brown representability. Let X P D, then
there is a triangle
LRX Ñ X Ñ C Ñ ΣLRX
with LRX P LocpSq and C P LocpSqK (see, [Kra10, Prop. 5.3.1]). Since
LocpSqK Ď
`Ť
iPZΣ
iS
˘K
“ 0, that is, S is a set of generators, then X –
LRX P LocpSq. 
As a first application of our machinery of realization functors we can prove
the following expected extension to the equivalence induced by a classical
tilting object to the context of stable derivators:
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Theorem 7.4. The following are equivalent for a strong and stable derivator
D : Catop Ñ CAT:
(1) there is a classical tilting set S Ď Dp1q (resp., a classical tilting object
T P Dp1q);
(2) there is a small preadditive category C and an equivalence of de-
rivators F : DModpCq Ñ D (resp., a ring R and an equivalence of
derivators F : DModpRq Ñ D).
Proof. If we assume (2), then the representable C-modules form a classical
tilting set in DModpCqp1q, so S :“ tF pCp´, cqq : c P Cu is a classical tilting
set in Dp1q.
On the other hand, if S is a classical tilting set in Dp1q, then let tS “
pDď0
S
,Dě0
S
q be the associated t-structure and consider
F :“ realS : DModpCSq Ñ D,
where CS is the small preadditive category given by Lemma 7.2 (3). By
Theorem 6.8 and Lemma 7.2, F is fully faithful. Furthermore the image of
F is a localizing subcategory containing the set of compact generators S,
hence, by Lemma 7.3, F is also essentially surjective. 
Before stating our main applications, let us recall the following definition:
Definition 7.5. [FMT16] A pair of t-structures pt1 “ pD
ď0
1 ,D
ě0
1 q, t2 “
pDď02 ,D
ě0
2 qq is said to have shift k P Z and gap n P N if k is the maxi-
mal number such that Dďk2 Ď D
ď0
1 and n is the minimal number such that
Dď´n1 Ď D
ďk
2 . In this case we say that the pair pt1, t2q is of type pn, kq.
We say that t1 and t2 have finite distance if there exist k P Z and n P N
for which the pair pt1, t2q is of type pn, kq.
Lemma 7.6. Let pt1, t2q be a pair of t-structures of type pn, kq on a trian-
gulated category D. If t2 is h-smashing (resp., h-cosmashing) for a given
h P N, then t1 is pn` hq-smashing (resp., pn` hq-cosmashing).
Proof. Let tDiui be a family of objects in D
ě0
1 Ď D
ěk
2 ; if t2 is h-smashing,š
iDi P D
ěk´h
2 Ď D
ě´n´h
1 . Similarly, consider a family tEiui of objects in
Dď01 Ď D
ďk`n
2 ; if t2 is h-cosmashing,
ś
iDi P D
ďk`n`h
2 Ď D
ďn`h
1 . 
Notice that, by Lemmas 7.3 and 7.6, when a tilting t-structure is at
finite distance from a classical tilting t-structure, then it is cosmashing and
k-smashing for some k P N. Similarly, when a cotilting t-structure is at
finite distance from a classical tilting t-structure, then it is smashing and
k-cosmashing for some k P N. This easy observation allows us to apply our
machinery of realization functors to such t-structures:
Theorem 7.7. Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong, stable derivator, and
suppose that we have a tilting set T and a classical tilting set S in Dp1q.
Let tT “ pD
ď0
T
,Dě0
T
q and tS “ pD
ď0
S
,Dě0
S
q be the induced t-structures and
suppose that they have finite distance. Letting AT :“ D
ď0
T
p1qXDě0
T
p1q, there
is an equivalence of prederivators
realtT : DAT Ñ D
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that restricts to equivalences real´
tT
: D´
AT
Ñ D´
tT
, realb
tT
: DbAT Ñ D
b
tT
, and
ypATq Ñ D
♥. In particular, DAT is a (strong and stable) derivator.
Proof. By Lemma 7.2, pDď0
T
p1q,Dě0
T
p1qq is (co)effac¸able, cosmashing, non-
degenerate and it is n-smashing, for some n P N, by Lemma 7.6. On the
other hand, AT has exact products, it has a projective generator X and it
is (Ab.4)-n. Let us verify that tI :“ pD
ď0
T
pIq,Dě0
T
pIqq and AI
T
“ Dď0
T
pIq X
D
ě0
T
pIq have the same properties for all I P Dia. In fact it is easy to verify
that tI is cosmashing, non-degenerate, n-smashing, and that A
I
T
has exact
products, it has a set of projective generators ti!T : i P I, T P Tu and
it is (Ab.4)-n. It remains to show that tI is effac¸able. Let Y1, Y2 P A
I
T
,
n ą 0 and φ : Y1 Ñ Σ
nY2 in DpIq. Since ti!T : i P I, T P Tu is a family of
generators, there is an epimorphism
š
iPI, TPT i!T
pAi,T q Ñ Y1. Then,
DpIq
˜ ž
iPI, TPT
i!T
pAi,T q,ΣnY2
¸
“
ź
iPI, TPT
ź
Ai,T
DpIqpT,Σni˚Y2q “ 0
since Y2 P T
Ką0 . Hence, by Theorem 6.8,
realtT : DAT Ñ D
is exact, fully faithful and it commutes with products and coproducts.
Therefore, the essential image of realtT is a localizing category, furthermore
S Ď SK‰0 Ď Db
tT
“ realtTpD
b
AT
q, thus by Lemma 7.3, realtTpDATpIqq “
DpIq for all I, so realtT is also essentially surjective. 
As a corollary we obtain one of the main results of [NSZ15]:
Corollary 7.8. [NSZ15, Thm. 7.4] Let K be a commutative ring, let D be
a compactly generated algebraic triangulated K-category, let T be a bounded
tilting set of D and let AT be the heart of the associated t-structure. The
inclusion AT Ñ D extends to a triangulated equivalence Ψ: DpATq Ñ D.
Proof. Compactly generated algebraic triangulated K-categories are trian-
gle equivalent to the derived categories of small dg-categories, and such
derived categories are the homotopy categories of a suitable (combinatorial)
model category. We refer to [SˇP16, Sections 2.2 and 2.3] for a more detailed
discussion. In particular, one can show that there is a strong stable deri-
vator D : Catop Ñ CAT such that Dp1q – D. Furthermore, using that D is
equivalent to the derived category of a small dg-category, one can consider
the set S of representable modules as a classical tilting set in D. By the
results in [NSZ15, Section 5], the fact that S is bounded implies that the
t-structures tT and tS are at finite distance, so Theorem 7.7 applies to give
an equivalence of derivators realtT : DAT Ñ D that, evaluated at 1, gives an
equivalence DpATq Ñ D. 
Let us now pass to the dual setting of cotilting t-structures:
Theorem 7.9. Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong, stable derivator, and
suppose that we have a cotilting set C and a classical tilting set T in Dp1q.
Let tC “ pD
ď0
C
,Dě0
C
q and tT “ pD
ď0
T
,Dě0
T
q be the induced t-structures and
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suppose that they have finite distance. Letting AC :“ D
ď0
C
p1qXDě0
C
p1q, there
is an equivalence of prederivators
realtC : DAC Ñ D
that restricts to equivalences real`
tC
: D`
AC
Ñ D`
t
, realb
tC
: DbAC Ñ D
b
tC
, and
ypACq Ñ D
♥. In particular, DAC is a (strong and stable) derivator.
Proof. The proof that realtC : DAC Ñ D is exact, fully faithful and that it
commutes with products and coproducts is completely dual to that given for
Theorem 7.7. It remains to verify that realtC is essentially surjective. By
Theorem 7.4, there is a small preadditive category CT and an equivalence of
derivators
realtT : DModpCTq Ñ D,
so we can identify these two derivators and consider realtC as a morphism
DAC Ñ DModpCTq. Notice that the image of this morphism is a colocalizing
sub-prederivator containing Db
ModpCTq
so, by Lemma 2.4, realtC is essentially
surjective. 
The setting of the above theorem may seem a bit unnatural since we
are asking to a cotilting t-structure to be “close” to a tilting t-structure.
To show that this is not so artificial, let us recall the following definition
from [AHC01].
Definition 7.10. Given a ring R, a right R-module C is said to be big
cotilting if there exists n P N such that the following three conditions are
satisfied:
(1) C has injective dimension bounded by n;
(2) ExtjRpC
I , Cq “ 0 for every j ą 0 and every set I;
(3) there exists an exact sequence 0 Ñ Cr Ñ . . . Ñ C1 Ñ C0 Ñ Q Ñ 0
in ModpRq such that Q is an injective cogenerator of ModpRq, r P N
and Ci P ProdpCq for all i.
By [Sˇtˇo14, Thm. 4.5], a big cotilting R-module C, when considered as
an object of DpModpRqq, is a cotilting object. Furthermore, letting tC be
the associated t-structure in DpModpRqq, applying [PV15, Prop. 4.17 and
4.14], one gets that tC is at finite distance from the natural t-structure tR in
DpModpRqq. To conclude notice that tR is induced by the classical tilting
object R, so we are exactly in the setting of Theorem 7.9. In this way we
obtain a new proof for the following important result:
Corollary 7.11. [Sˇtˇo14, Thm. 5.21] Let R be a ring, C P ModpRq a big
cotilting module and G the corresponding tilted Abelian category. Then the
prederivators DModpRq and DG are equivalent and both are strong stable de-
rivators.
As another consequence of our general theory of realization functors,
one can obtain a “Derived Morita Theory” for Abelian categories, com-
pleting [PV15, Thm.A]. Let us remark that the implication “(3)ñ(1)”, in
the special case when X P A Ď DpAq, can be proved alternatively with the
methods of [FMS17].
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Theorem 7.12. Let A be a Grothendieck category (resp., an (Ab.4˚)-h
Grothendieck category for some h P N), denote by tA “ pD
ď0
A
,Dě0
A
q the
canonical t-structure on DA, and let B be an Abelian category. The following
are equivalent:
(1) B has a projective generator (resp., an injective cogenerator) and
there is an exact equivalence DpBq Ñ DpAq that restricts to bounded
derived categories;
(2) B has a projective generator (resp., an injective cogenerator) and
there is an exact equivalence of prederivators DB Ñ DA that restricts
to an equivalence DbB Ñ D
b
A;
(3) there is a tilting (resp., cotilting) object X in DpAq, whose heart
XK‰0 (resp., K‰0X) is equivalent to B and such that the associated
t-structure tX “ pD
ď0
X ,D
ě0
X q has finite distance from tA.
Proof. The implication “(1)ñ(3)” is proved in [PV15, Thm.A], while the
implication “(2)ñ(1)” is trivial. Let us give an argument for the implication
“(3)ñ(2)” in the tilting case, the cotilting case is dual. Indeed, by Lemma
7.2, tX :“ pX
Ką0 ,XKă0q is (co)effac¸able, cosmashing and non-degenerate.
Since coproducts are exact in any Grothendieck category, tA is smashing
and so, by Lemma 7.6, tX is n-smashing for some n P N. Similarly, B has
exact products, it has a projective generator X and it is (Ab.4)-n. Exactly
as in the proof of Theorem 7.9, one can show that the lifting of tX to any
DpAIq has the same properties. Hence, the dual of Theorem 6.8 applies to
give an exact fully faithful morphism of prederivators
realtX : DB Ñ DA
that commutes with products and coproducts. Therefore, for any I P Cat,
realtX pDpB
Iqq is a localizing subcategory of DpAIq that contains A so, by
Lemma 2.4, realtX pDpB
Iqq “ DpAIq, so realtX is also essentially surjective.

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